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1.1.0 OBJECTIVES

This lesson is prepared with the following objectives :

i . To understand the need for and role of libraries to meet

the different requirements of people;

i i . To become aware of the expanding dimensions of libraries

in a changing society; and

ii i . To get familiar with the library services for a variety of

information needs of different users in an information society.

1.1.1 INTRODUCTION

The word ‘library’ today refers to a collection of books for study, research

and reference purposes. It originated from the Latin ‘liber’ meaning ‘a

book’. It has been used differently in different languages with changed
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meanings. The use of the word library is denoted as a building, room,

a set of rooms in which a collection of books is housed and organised.

In other words, a library houses an organised collection of books and

other documents to preserve them and make them available for use.

Here the word ‘use’ is quite significant. It implies that knowledge

contained in books and other graphic material is acquired, processed

and made available for use by all the members of the society as and

when need arises.

Library therefore is a product of “cultural maturation”, and functions

in the society as such. The functions of library are also determined by

social forces. The modern library is a living force in the society where

it performs its functions. Therefore, It is defined by S.R. Ranganathan

in this  context  as fo l lows:  “A  l ibrary is  a publ ic  inst itut ion or

establishment charged with the care of a collection of books and the

duty of making them accessible to those who require use of them.”

1.1.2 LIBRARY AND SOCIETY

Library is a product of the society like many other social institutions

i.e. school, hospital etc. Long back, Pierce Butler observed rightly that

“the library, has been created by actual necessities in modern civilization. It is

now a necessary unit in the social fabric". J H Shera highlighted that, as the

culture matured and became more sophisticated, its dependence on graphic

records increased. He further pointed out the importance of library in society

when he stated that : “the library is one element in the total communication

system by which society is held together and a culture is to offer adequate

training to users of information in the methods and techniques of intellectual

work so as to enable them to obtain maximum benefit from the facilities and

opportunities offered by the system; to support education in all levels and

especially life long education; by developing in users these attitudes and skills

which this form of education requires by supporting research programmes; to

provide recreational reading.”

It fulfils information needs of soceity for variety of purposes such as

educational, recreational, inspirational, cultural, aesthetics, etc. These

lead to the development of personality and thereby development of society

so that people could lead a cultured and prosperous life laying emphasis

on some basic values.

This highlights the social role of the library in different social institutions

created by the society such as educational insti tutions, research
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institutions, business and industrial establishments, etc. A library is

also one such institution possessing the features of social institution,

namely, social origin, social objectives, inter relations with other

institutions, and so on. However, unlike other institutions the library

serves the needs of almost the entire society. Since library by definition

is a collection of documents, therefore one can get documents that give

knowledge, stimulate intellect, inculcate values, provide recreation

and so on.

1.1.3 LIBRARY IN EDUCATION

Education is both formal and non-formal. Formal education is obtained

through schools, colleges and universities; while non-formal education

is a process of self-education without joining any school or college. A

library is generally established in a school or college or university to

provide documents relevant to courses of study, and students are

encouraged to read these documents to gain knowledge and supplement

the classroom teaching. Library is geared to the educational needs of

the institutions concerned and should take more active part in the

education process by helping the institution to achieve its objectives.

Library also helps in non-formal self-education process. A library is

established in the society to provide opportunity for promotion of continuing

education and universal education. It is a life long process for those

citizens who could not go to school or college. A public library is primarily

responsible for supporting self-study, and everyone has right to access

the library resources free of cost. It is in this context that UNESCO

regarded library as one of the important agencies for promotion of mass

education and for the elimination of illiteracy. Library also helps to promote

reading habits among the members of the society. The inculcation of

reading habit at the right age (catch them young)  brings fantastic results

in one’s life. Contribution of library along with parents and teachers can

develop a reading culture in young minds, and helps to complement and

supplement the formal education. By reading books and other graphic

material one obtains information, inspiration, recreation, spiritual

satisfaction, and so on. Reading helps in developing intellectual, moral

and aesthetic values as well as knowledge and personality.

Therefore, a library generally stocks documents relevant to the needs

of different sections of society and different social groups. It may be

audio-visual media for the illiterates; braille books for the visually-

impaired; or other material for different working groups, such as lawyers,
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businesspersons, housewives, children, students and so on.

1.1.4 LIBRARY IN RESEARCH

Besides promoting educational attainments, library also supports research

activities. It acquires latest books, journals and other research material

of nascent thought and provides information to the researchers in science

and technology, industry, social sciences, etc. Libraries attached to

research institutions generally have strong collection of such publications

so to support research programmes initiated by them. University libraries

also develop their collections to support research activities in different

subject studied in the university and play the key role in this respect

as their main purpose. It is the labortory for social sciencetists for further

research.

1.1.5 LIBRARY IN CULTURAL LIFE

Culture is the sum total of human understanding and beliefs. Culture

is highly organized and specialized system wherein library as a social

agency plays an important role. Library being a social memory is a

creation of culture. Library has such roles as :

(i ) A key role that the library plays in preserving the cultural

heritage of society as represented by the books and other

documents. This is why Ralph Conant referred the library

as “a live depository of the cultural past that anticipates

the future;

(i i ) library makes available books and other graphic records,

which help, bring forth the creative talents of people and

develop their faculties for appreciation of art;

(i i i ) library also helps to create progressive and scientific outlook

retaining the basic values of our ancient culture and

(iv) library can become a centre for many cultural programmes

like dances, plays, lectures, painting competition for

children, exhibition of paintings, etc and through these

activities interest in library can also be developed.

By organising such activities l ibrary can enrich the cultural l ife of

the people. Through such like activities library can help in making

the citizen's moral in character, enthusiastic, lovers of literary works,

works of art, and so on. In the long run library can become intellectual

centre paving the way for cultural revolution in the lives of people. It
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is the root and fruit of the society and its culture.

1.1.6 LIBRARY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Ranganathan said that one of the social functions of the library is “to

increase economic resources of humanity to the extent necessary to

maintain the ever increasing population, in comfort and free from want

of any kind.” Thus all round development of society as well as economic

development in modern age cannot be well achieved without an efficient

network of public library services. In rural and remote areas, public library

may play a major role in the development of programmes of national

development by transmitting the policies, plans facilities available, system

network etc. to the common man at the grass roots of the society. These

include agriculture, health nutrition, social welfare, small and cottage

industries, community development etc. Library services are thus helpful

both in the agricultural and technology based economies. The library

provides literature and information on these programmes giving a fill into

the pace of economic development, and thereby leading to the economic

well being of rural people.

1.1.7 LIBRARY AND SOCIAL PROGRESS

Library is repository of books, information and knowledge. Information is

considered important for any human activity leading to social progress.

Dissemination of information from library should improve the competence

and skills of people such as business managers, entrepreneurs, farmers,

factory workers, administrators, researchers, etc. Information in their

respective areas will instill self-confidence in them, increase their problem

solving capacity, cultivate human spirit, develop personality, enrich their

personal as well as social life. Library thus plays its information role relating

to socio-economic needs of the various communities. In providing solutions

to the social problems, library becomes the most effective social agency.

Accordingly, library has to collect such material, which is considered useful

for overall purposeful development of the society, and become centre of

intellectual life as well as a unifying force for providing a balance in the

society. Library is fountain of knowledge needed for social development.

1.1.8 LIBRARY IN RECREATION AND LEISURE

A modern library is considered to be not only an intellectual powerhouse

but also a resource centre that provides light reading or recreational

material as one of the major functions. As a social agency it will always

procure such material as considered useful for meeting the recreational

needs of the people. It will therefore, acquire such literary works as
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novels, short stories, poetry, travel books, biographies of great persons,

works of art, popular magazines, newspapers, etc. A library thus becomes

an attract ive  centre  that  encourages  wholesome recreation and

constructive use of leisure time by browsing the reading material and

make best use of it. It will go a long way in promoting reading habits/

reading culture among people from different walks of life. In this context

Benge quotes Ennis to prove the point that : “everyone should read good

books, everyone should develop his capacities to the fullest, every one should

be educated, freerand above all more ref ined.”

1.1.9 LIBRARY AS SOURCE OF INSPIRATION

Library can always stock religious and spiritual books that can provide

inspiration to some people in the society. There are classic works of

permanent value which transcend time and space and can meet the

spiritual, religious and ideological needs of the people and enrich their

personal lives.

1.1.10   SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF CHANGE

During the twentieth century the society has witnessed a series of

changes in the human life. Population increase is resulting in rapid

urbanization thereby changing the social structure and enhancing the

information demand. All the social economic progress depends upon

the transfer of social, scientific and technical information. This brings

in changes in the occupational patterns, incomes, prices, growth

dynamics, and so on. Change being brought out in educational system

at all levels is exerting pressure on information about teaching material

and related aspects. Government has come forward to support and encourage

growth of formal and informal education of communities. Expansion in

education has contributed to growing research and development in all

f ie lds leading to  creat ion o f  new knowledge , i ts  preservat ion,

organization, dissemination, etc. There are many other social dimensions

of change in  industry, commerce, trade, management, and even in

cultural life of people.

Above all, the technological changes have taken place lately as a result

of convergence of computer and telecommunication technologies, called

as Information Technology.

1.1.11   IMPACT ON INFORMATION

In view of the above brief overview of social and other changes in the

society, the role of information is assuming importance in increasing

proportions, so much so, that it has been described as the fifth need
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of man by Kemp, ranking after air, water, food and shelter. Information

has become pillar of the modern society, therefore, every individual

needs it. This has contributed, among others, to a new class of workers,

viz. information workers who are becoming quite predominant not only

in developed but in developing countries also. The Information Technology,

economic development increasing role of information in human life

have helped in the emergence of “information age” and the society,

which is transformed into an “information society” from that of an

industrial society. In such an information environment the users’ demand

for information not only is increasing but also changing in complexity.

This necessitates the setting up of new institutional mechanism with

the application of Information Technology, development of new methods,

in formation systems and serv ices.  This  makes  the  l ibrary an

indispensable agency for the new society.

1.1.12    CHANGING ROLE OF LIBRARY

The changes brought about in the society have had their impact on

information which is described as a national resource. Information is

the major player of the transformation of society to “information society”

with the help of Information Technology. Information is vital to the

growth and success of education, teaching, research, politics, share

markets, trade and commerce, and so on. The library has been changing

its role as a social agency in retrieving and disseminating the right

information to the right user.

1.1.13    TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

The technological change manifests itself, according to Shera, in to

ways; viz.,  physical  accessibility and content accessibility. Physical

accessibility means making the actual material available, putting the

document where the user can get access to it. On the other hand,

content accessibility means the analysis of the intellectual content of that

document to reflect its nature and value.

In the new information society, the increasing demands of users have

to be met by several l ibrary activit ies based upon documentation,

information analysis, consolidation and repackaging etc. This has made

not only physical accessibil ity but also the content accessibility the

central focus. This shift to information related activities at the centre

around which all other library activities revolve. This is the characteristic

feature of the emerging information society where the shift is reflected in

the newly emerging occupational category of ‘information workers’ who
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deal with information analysis, filtration, consolidation, repackaging, etc.

1.1.14    CHANGE IN USER DEMAND

In recent times the changes in curricula and consequent changes in

educational system and teaching methods, changes in human life style,

impact of technological changes, etc have brought in change in user

demand for literature and information. The library and librarian are

making their best efforts to meet the users information needs. In the

new information society the way of making infomation available have

indeed become challenging and brought changes in the role of the librarian.

The application of computer and other electronic gadgets of communication

in library have further enhanced expectations and attitudes towards

information. On the other hand, there has been quantitative increase in

the volume, value and variety of sources of information. The publication

of books, journals, etc not only became quite fast but their number and

variety also increased across the globe. Such changes in user demand,

role of library to undergo a qualitative change so as to meet the new challenges

of information provision in the electronic environment.

1.1.15    CHANGE IN LIBRARY SERVICES

The change in user demand for information has had its impact on the

library services. The institutional mechanism to meet the new and

increased demand of users in an information society has expanded. It

has helped in developing modern information systems and services

allowing faster and more effective communication of information and

data by electronic means. The library and information centres are

now having access to commercial databases available globally on different

subjects. Some library information systems are developing their own

local databases for use by their users for which standards and guidelines

are being developed. Similarly, information management tools are being

designed and developed, and the user community will be assisted in

information dissemination activities. Information technology changes

library work in many respects. Derek de Solla Price remarked in this

context: “A new technology never just replaces the old method-it enables

quite different styles of life to come into being. Furthermore, it is the

very indirect result of a technology that are its most interesting and

sometimes its most significant consequences.”

More and more information centres or information resource centres are

being developed for making information available to reseachers, scientists,

industry managers, etc to enhance their capabil it ies . Library and
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information centres are now engaged in analyzing, consolidation and

repackaging information to promote organizations effectiveness to cope

with the internal and external environments.

New library services derived from computer based databses are being

developed and made available to certain sections of users. Many library

softwares have been developed and put to use in a number of library

and information centres across the country for computerizing library

activities, services, etc. This initiative has been quite successful resulting

in expanding role of library and enhancing the status of librarians in

the eyes of the users. Machine searching of electronic catalogues and

databases has been made possib le .  This  cal ls  for new kind o f

instructionings in library use and information searching, and librarians

have to encourage users to make full use of electronic searching

opportunities.

Effective multimedia tools will accelerate this change, and it will further

help to search a wide variety of databases. In developed information

society, users will  demand the current information, which will  be

provided to them from the online databases.

1.1.16    NEW INFORMATION PRODUCTS

The impact of technological innovation has been so significant that

library and information centres are now engaged in designing new

information products. Information service and management became a

very vast area of new techniques and technologies. New information

products were added to the existing range of library and information

services. These included current awareness products, indexing and

abstracting services, database management systems, decision support

systems, information retrieval system, databases, electronic journals,

and more innovative forms of products based on sea of information.

These information products and services will be vigorously marketed

to other library and information centres so as to reach wider range of

users. For marketing the products variety of media is being used such

as online, CD ROM, fax, email, etc. Thus the rate of technological change

and its impact on library and information products has made it imperative

for individual libraries and information centres as part of the strategic

planning to design and evaluate new information products.

1.1.17    MARKETING OF INFORMATION SERVICES AND

PRODUCTS

In the present era of information society, library and information centre
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has to adopt marketing as a strategy because it has a user-centered

approach. The modern library is facing numerous challenges affected

by changes. Therefore, it is trying to cope up with changes in social,

technological, economical and political environment by changing its

own time honoured old practices of library services. The new information

era is exerting pressure on library & information professionals to take

aggressive actions to reach out to the user community. On the other

hand, the present day users are also prepared to pay for the right

information if delivered timely. The marketing approach will help in

achieving maximum utilization of library’s services and products. Library

and information centre has to identify prospective user groups and

their specific information requirements. It can accordingly develop,

design and provide suitable information services and products to the

identified user groups by adopting innovative approaches. Right approach

for marketing will not only satisfy user needs but will also help enhance

the status and resources of the library and information centre. It can

therefore be concluded that modern library need to develop its own

marketing strategy and inculcate more professionalism among library

and information personnel at par with other industrical products.

As discussed above, library has been changing its role in each period

of history. As a product of the society, library cannot remain an island

and thus has transformed its scope, functions and services towards meeting

its comprehensive obligation in the educational, informational, cultural

and social fields.

1.1.18   SUMMARY

As discussed above, library has been changing its role in history as a

product of society. Library cannot remain an Iceland and thus has

transformed scope, functions and services towards its comprehensive

obligations in the educational, cultural and social fields. Library has

deve loped from the needs of  the society.  These needs pertain to

education, research, cultural advancement, economic development, social

progress, information, recreation, etc. Library occupies a prominent

place in the modern society as it intends to meet all  their needs



without any distinction of caste or creed. Library with its reading material,

supports educational and research activities of society, helps to promote

culture, disseminates information for social progress, caters to the

spiritual and ideological instincts, builds a value system for man, and

provides inspiration to the community.

In recent times, information has occupied the centre of the stage,

and assumed the significance of resource for national development

being hub of all development activities, plans and programmes. Development

of information technology has made information storage and processing,

access and availability possible with speed and accuracy at any distance.

This has transformed the industrial society to information society. Such

developments have brought changes in user needs and library services

thereby, changing the role of l ibrary drastically. The new library/

information centre has initiated new services with the help of new

information technology, and has further developed strategies to market

them vigorously to enhance its image further.

1.1.19    GLOSSARY

 i. Disseminating Information : It includes collecting,

organizing,packaging

information or making

accessible to society.

 ii. Information Product : A document deve loped on the

basis of information available

format with or without the use

of Information Technology.

 iii. Information Society : A society  in which the

central instruments of change

are information and knowledge.

iv. Marketing : It is concerned with developing

and/or regulating exchange

relations involving products, service

organizations persons, places

or causes.

v. Repository : Any place where things/

artifacts are stored.
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1.2.0 OBJECTIVES

After reading this lesson students will be able to :

i . Understand library survey and its origin;

i i . Know the various types of library surveys;

i i i . Understand the purposes of library survey;

iv. Know the advantages and uses of library survey.

1.2.1 INTRODUCTION

A survey is generally identified with the social survey because the object of

enquiry is of wide interest to the society. Long back A.F Wells defined

a social survey as a “fact-f inding study dealing chiefly with working-class

poverty and with the nature and problems of the community.” But this

definition cannot be considered adequate in the present circumstances,

when the scope and purpose of survey has been widened to cover any

aspect of human life. The term social survey is used in wider sense

than that of Wells definition to cover all types of social investigation,

including official surveys, market and opinion research, and even
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sociological research. These surveys are conducted in diverse matters

such as elections; delinquency; attitude towards disarmament, social,

political, and economic life of a community; and even sexual behaviour

of people.

The social survey had its origin in the last decades of the nineteenth

century. The most famous survey was conducted” on Labour and Life of

the People of London, by Charles Booth, published during 1889-1902 in

17 volumes. Further, there was extensive use of social surveys during

the twentieth century on numerous subjects of wide interest.

The surveys are therefore concerned with demographic characteristics,

the social environment, the activities, or the opinions and attitudes

of some groups by studying only a sample of the large group of people.

Survey research relies on the selection of persons (or objects) from

large and small population (sample) and makes observations that can

have wider applications. A population in any group of persons, objects,

inst i tutions,  or other units  that  possess  at  l east  one  common

characteristic. For example, all books in the collection of Punjabi

University Library, or all library science students of GuruNanak Dev

University, Amritsar, etc.

1.2.2 DEFINITION

Tull and Albaum observed that survey is “the art and science of

asking questions and/or observing behaviour to obtain information.”

This means that the purpose of many survey is simply to provide someone

with information. Harrod’s Librarians Glossary defined survey as “An

account of some research, examination, or enquiry which has been

done in a scientific or organised method.” Similarly, Tull and Albaum

slated that “Survey research is the systematic  gathering of

information, from (a sample of) respondents for the purpose of

understanding and/or predicting some aspect of the behaviour of

the population of interest.”

1.2.3   TYPES OF SURVEYS : Following are the major types of surveys

:

1.2.3.1  Descriptive Survey

Mostly surveys are conducted to provide someone with information

about the subject. That someone may be a government department; a

business concern; a research institute; and so on. A survey thus has

a descriptive purpose as a way of studying social conditions, relationships
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and behaviour. A descriptive’ survey describes a specific phenomenon

chosen for study at a given point of time. It can be used to test theories

or find answers to research questions of social relevance.

1.2.3.2   Comparative Survey

In this type of survey the major aim is to make a comparison of two or

more research situations on the basis of a criteria laid for research.

Such a  survey brings strong and weak points of research situations

concerned. These are considered useful in making comparative studies

of different social environments, or explain the relationships between

a number of variables.

1.2.3.3    Evaluative Survey

The aim of an evaluative survey is to make evaluation of certain aspects

of a research situation on the basis of criteria laid for the purpose.

For example, evaluation of the usefulness of library resources to computer

scientists.

1.2.4     LIBRARY SURVEY

When libraries were small and few in number there was no need of

any scientific method of managing them. Library is a growing organism.

Now libraries are many and large in collection, users and staff with

complex user needs and growth of literature, due to turbulantly dynamic

nature of knowledge and information that lead a explosion in the knowledge.

scientific approach is necessary for efficient and effective library services.

For the librarians it is essential to make analysis of information needs

of users, and the development of methods to meet these needs. It is

here that library survey is important to now existing situation and

facts for future development and planning.

1.2.4.1    Beginnings

The beginning of library survey may go back to early twentieth century.

But according to M B Line it was not until 1931 that library surveys

became a regular part of library literature. Ever since emphasis on

library research yielded more and more library surveys in order to

study and analyze library problems to find a helpful solution. Busha

and Harter found out that: “Between 1930 and 1950, the library

survey was among the most frequently used methods to observe,

analyze, compare and describe general conditions in and related

to libraries. Many such efforts were status surveys, designed primarily

to assay merely library conditions rather than to test hypotheses
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or to explore specific research questions thoroughly.” The survey

research being carried out these days are quite rigorous in nature

than that of the traditional surveys, in view of the growth in the

use of techniques.”

1.2.4.2     Definition

Line has rightly defined a library survey as “a systematic collection

of data concerning libraries, their activities, operations, staff use

and users at a given time or over a given period.” It can further be

stated that a survey gives an overview of a field. A survey therefore

involves either looking briefly at a large number of cases, or looking at

one or very few cases at some length. For example, a study of whole

library and its operations is a survey, but a study of routines in acquisition

section is not.

1.2.5 KINDS OF LIBRARY SURVEY

There are two types of library surveys more often used, i.e, descriptive

and analytical. These are discussed briefly here.

1.2.5.1    Descriptive Survey

It is limited to enumeration and description. It is considered as a

compendium of information, but the collected data is not well analyzed.

An example of such a survey is Resources of Australian Libraries, by M F

Tauber. in which selection and arrangement of large data is made.

Descriptive survey can broadly be called as literature-oriented surveys.

1.2.5.2     Analytical Survey

This type of survey is not limited only to collecting and arranging

data. In such a survey efforts are made to relate one piece of data to

another, and further dig out the underlying factors and patterns.

Analytical surveys are generally subject-oriented.

But the distinction between the two is not real as most of the survey’s

fall in both the categories. If at all there is a distinction, it is in the

aims, rather than in the methods choosen for the survey. A good example

of such library surveys is “Survey of University of Delhi Library”, Carl M

White (1965). It not only describes the data on collection, manpower,

finance, services, etc, but also assesses the effectiveness of library

services displaying deep insight in analyzing the data by the investigator.

1.2.6  GROUPING BY USERS

 Kawatra hasgrouped library surveys by users into the following three groups :

1.2.6.1  General Comparative Studies
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These studies concern the information demand, need, and acquisition

practices and habits. Such studies necessarily range over a variety of

user groups. They do not necessarily cover all possible user groups within

a single study.

Delineation of the way groups differ is a major aim and outcome of

such investigations. Results have obvious general practical applications.

They can be particularly useful to planners of services on a broad or

even national scale.

1.2.6.2   Individual Separate Studies

These studies pertain to the needs, demands or habits of specific user

groups in isolation, eg, academic users, chemists, physicists, etc. Studies

of this land are far more numerous than the comparative survey. Findings

and applications are usually more detailed (for the discipline or group

concerned), concrete and clear-cut These studies may have immediate

usefulness to a particular service, or provide a solution to a particular

situation or problem at a given point of time. However, because of the

diverse methods used by many of such studies, result can add less

than, one might hope to the general picture of information needs.

1.2.6.3   Communication : Information Transfer Studies

These studies investigate the process of information transfer and phenomena

which appear to impede this flow (such as the foreign language barrier).

Such studies may be comparative, or confined to a special user group. Their

scope is much broader than that of the conventional user study. They can,

quite legitimately, escape the boundaries of the documentation field, or even

the area of the interaction of the people and systems, and usefully explore

areas of inter-personal relations normally left to social scientists. Thus surveys

are primarily undertaken to fill gap in our knowledge of the information field

and its users, or to know the effectiveness of a library service or system.

1.2.7 PURPOSE

A library survey generally has the following purposes :

(i) to study existing library conditions, such as library facilities, library

manpower, nature of users end non-users, library services, library

resources, etc;

(i i ) to compare present conditions and desired standards of various

library activities, services and collections;

(i i i ) to measure the expectation and satisfaction level of users;

(iv) to develop standards;
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(v) to assess quality of library services;

(vi) to make suggestions for the improvement of library services, collections

etc;

(vii) to study the impact of library automation on library services and

functions;

(viii)  to make cost-benefit analysis of the various activities of library;

It can be said from the above that the purpose of library survey is to

describe what is going on; to obtain all the relevant facts about an

activity; and to state those facts quantitatively. In more sophisticated

library surveys, attempts are made to identify areas where problems

occur or where changes are required.

Not only library surveys explain the past changes, they are also used

to predict future changes for better services or innovational steps.

1.2.8 ADVANTAGES

 A library survey has the following advantages :

1.2.8.1  Survey method enables the investigator to collect needed data

with help of sample without covering complete population which is rather

a hard task.

1.2.8.2  Survey can save lot of time and money without sacrificing

effeciency accuracy, or information adequacy with the help of proper

statsitaical methods.

1.2.9 USES

Some of the uses of library survey are given below :

(i) The data collected in a library survey helps to provide information

and satisfy curiosity. There is always a felt need in individual library to

explore its organization and management, and the findings of a survey

can be very helpful.

(ii) In view of the application of computers in libraries, their services,

size of collection, and manpower skills, organizational arrangements

have undergone change. A survey can measure the level of attainment

of these services keeping in mind the redefined objectives.

(iii) The data obtained in a survey and its interpretation of the results

may be very useful for the library committee in decision-making and policy

development.

(iv) Surveys are found to be useful in making optimum allocation of

financial resources among different budget head, staff,  collection,

services, etc.
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(v) Another important use of survey is for planning and evaluation

of library services in the light of objectives of the libraries because

the survey may spell out the best way of achieving these objectives.

(vi) Survey can be useful in some comparative evaluation also. It

can help in evaluating the use of library collections of two or more

libraries, if the objectives for the collections are the same.

(vii) Again, surveys can help to answer or anticipate complaints about

how the libraries should be run, about inadequacy of library services,

collections, and so on. A librarian, in such a situation equipped with

factual data, collected through a survey, can put forward the true

picture. In this way, surveys are found to be useful in improving the

quality of library services, bringing efficiency in library operations,

etc. But the surveys are useful if carried out well, because a badly

executed survey is worse than useless.

1.2.10    SUMMARY

A modern library performs many functions, and in order to execute

these efficiently it needs to follow scientific approach to provide effective

services. In order to measure its effectiveness and find solutions to

the problems, library surveys are conducted from time to time. Library

surveys are undertaken with many purposes in mind based on the objective

of the survey. It can be helpful to know the present library facilities, or

to compare the collective use of more libraries, or to know the impact

of library computerization, etc. Library survey has the advantage of

saving time and money of library on one hand, and provides a mass of

factual data on the other. In this way, survey has many uses for improving

the library , services to meet the complex information needs of users.

1.2.11    GLOSSARY

i . Analytical Survey In this type of survey data is related with

different aspects of the subject.

i i . Descriptive Survey It describes specific phenomena at a given

point of time without analysing the data.

iii. Social Survey It is fact-finding study about the problems of the

society.
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After  reading this lesson, students will be able to :

i . know how to plan a library survey;

i i . grasp various methods of collecting information;

i i i . identify the stages in processing the data;

iv. interpret the data and its presentation;

v.      learn the application of statistical methods;

vi.     understand how to write a survey report.

1.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The planning of a survey is a combination of technical and-organizational

decisions and skills. When a decision is taken to conduct a survey, it

must be well planned before starting to collect the information for the

purpose.

1.3.2 STEPS OF SURVEY PLANNING

Some of the important steps required for planning of survey are given below :

(i) Objectives

The investigator define aims and objectives of the library survey as

there could be a temptation to find out too much at once. One should,

therefore, lay down the clear objectives precisely. The initial statement

should explain why the survey is being done. The statement of objectives

must also specify the methods to be used.

(ii) Background Information

It is desirable to obtain background information on the subject of the

survey through official/unofficial records or secondary sources, because

it helps in the conduct of survey and in the interpretation of the data.

(iii) Scope of Survey

The investigator must determine the scope of the survey, whether it

has to be a broad general survey or a detailed survey or a sample

survey-representative or random sampling depending on the available

resources and requirements of the objectives.

( iv) Institutional Support

Support for the survey be obtained from the concerned institution (s),

and cooperation of authority is necessary to make the survey as unbiased

as necessary with specific source of date i.e. population.

(v) Cost

An accurate estimate of the cost of the survey must be made including

the cost of printing, stationary, staff, travel involved in collection of

information so that funding agency could be approached for grants well



in advance.

(VI) Collection of Data

The investigator should decide about the method for collecting the

data. It depends upon such factors as the subject matter, unit of enquiry,

and the scale of survey. Each method-observation, questionnaire,

interview etc., has its advantages and disadvantages which should be

kept in mind while planning the survey.

(vii) Field Work

Every survey done involves fieldwork where the investigator himself

or the field staff is required to go in the field to the population studied-

may be for giving and collecting questionnaires or for interviews. One

should plan in advance about the field work and the expected associated

problems.

(viii) Timing

Timing of the survey is also very important. If a survey is conducted

about college library use during examination days or holidays hardly

any student would be coming forward for the purpose. The timing generally

depends upon whether a typical picture is wanted or some special aspect

is to be investigated.

(ix) Expert Advice

It is desirable to obtain expert advice, as there may be complications

which would occur only to an expert. Advice from the experts or other

knowledgeable persons may be solicited but they may not be asked to

plan the entire survey. The expert advice may be used especially

regarding  sampl ing  problems and stat ist ical  analys is  for data

interpretations.

(x) Gestation Period

A gestation period is also quite desirable in the planning of a survey.

During this period many ideas are formed, discussed and accepted into

the general pattern of the survey.

1.3.3   COLLECTING  INFORMATION

The collection of information is very important in survey, hence methods

of collecting data must be decided in advance because it has inherent

difficulties. One of the major difficulties is the “ time and money as

collecting data is the most expensive and difficult part of survey.

23
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1.3.3.0   Methods

Although methods of collecting the information vary depending upon

the nature and scope of survey, yet the following methods are mostly

in use : documentary sources; visits; observation; questionnaire; and

interview. This grouping is a useful combination for present discussion.

These methods can also be combined to make use of their different

strengths.

1.3.3.1   Documentary Sources

It is always helpful to consult documents on the topic of the survey

already in existence to obtain whatever information/data available

from them. The annual reports and the reports of library committees-

printed or duplicated-are such documentary sources which are laden

with data/information. The researcher must use these sources before

proceeding further. These documents, unfortunately, do not use any

standard for collection of data/information and its presentation in

accurate, detailed and consistent manner which results in reducing

them to be of insignificant value. Documents written without thought

for subsequent classification and analysis are unlikely to be helpful,

and may be even unreliable. However, these are considered helpful to

obtain background information despite their drawbacks mentioned above.

1.3.3.2 Library Visits

Sometimes the nature of information so requires that personal visit/s

by the investigator becomes necessary. This is particularly true in

case of data concerning several libraries. This method of collecting

information helps in obtaining reliable background as well as current

information. Line maintains that survey being of impressionistic nature

rather than scientif ic nature, l ibrary visits/tours may be the only

method used. For example, while studying l ibrary resources in a

particular country, library visits are necessary method to be followed

for scientific nature data collection.

1.3.3.3     Observation

Observation can be called the classic method of scientific investigation.

It is quite frequently used by scientists to observe phenomena and

accumulate knowledge. On the other hand, social scientists use this

method relatively infrequently, but it plays equally important part in

social sciences as wel l.  The Concise Oxford Dictionary  defines

observation as “accurate watching and noting of phenomena as they

occur in nature with regard to cause and effect or mutual relations.”
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In social sciences, however, the term is used in much wider sense for

library survey. It is a method of collecting informatlion directly from

the libraries regarding their services, resources, mapower, facilities,

etc. For example, while carrying out a study of use of library catalogue,

direct observation may be most useful method by counting number of

consultants by different catagories of users and also by library staff.

Similarly, for a survey of reference service in university libraries in

India, investigator can best study it on the spot by observing how the

staff handles the query, the type of sources used and time taken by

the staff, etc. Observation as a method of collecting information requires

concentration, and considerable knowledge about the topic of study

and sound knowledge of statistical techniques as it has to be quite accurate.

1.3.3.4    Questionnaire

This is one of the most commonly used data collection instruments in

survey research. Questionnaire has to be properly designed and carefully

pretested. The investigator can even find out if a questionnaire previously

used is available that can be used in part or in whole with or without

modifications. Once this decision is taken, the questionnaire is duplicated

or printed and sent out through the mail, or distributed personally, or

through somebody to a selected sample for collection of data.

The investigator must be quite clear about what he wants to know so

that the questions are structured accordingly to elicit correct data

information. Any vague thinking is bound to produce vague or misleading

questions. Investigator should also consult with experts in his/her

area of research in order to obtain additional information, insights,

suggestions, etc.

1.3.3.5     Interview

In survey research the investigator can also go beyond the questionnaire

to collect requisite information. Interview is considered to be a useful

tool in survey research. Interview is little more than the questionnaire

administered verbally. It is claimed by investigators that verbal, face-

to-face questions and answers allow the collection of more complete

data. The interview schedule may be structured or formal and printed

where the answers may be recorded in the appropriate way. On the

other hand, interviewer may hold conversation in an unstructured

way with the individual personally to elicit detailed information on

the subject. In face-to-face interview often valuable, original evidence

or research data can be obtained with ease. Even a tightly structured
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interview has advantage over the mailed questionnaire. The response

rate is generally higher than questionnaire method. The interview if

well prepared, can explain some terms/concepts used and reduce scope

for misunderstanding by describing the nature and purpose of survey

in personal way.

But the disadvantage of the interview could be that sometimes a good

rapport is not build up between the two individuals (interviewer and

interviewee) for such reasons as difference of age, sex, colour, caste,

class, etc. It is therefore better to carry out formal interviews in case

of library surveys. However, the time and labour involved is much

more in interview as compared to other method.

It  may be  mentioned that interviews and questionnaires are not

necessarily alternatives because in some surveys both methods can

be used to collect data. In some other library surveys even observation

can also be  added to these method so that facts,  opinions, and

impressions could give more dependable results.

1.3.4.  PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

At this stage of library survey, the questionnaires have to be checked;

the mass of details has to be reduced to manageable proportions; and

the material has to be summarized in tabular form; and then the

results have to be interpreted and presented in a report.

There are three major stages in processing the data; editing, coding,

and tabulation. These are briefly discussed as follows :

1.3.4.1  Editing

At the various stages in a survey, from the collection of information

through the production of results for the survey report, errors can

creep in. In processing the data the aim must be to keep these errors

to a minimum. Editing is done to delete and eliminate errors in the

completed questionnaires. I t  is a  repet it ive  and slow work.  The

questionnaires should also be checked for completeness, accuracy and

uniformity.

(i) Completeness

The first point to be checked is that there is an answer to every question.

If it is missing, the investigator can fill in from his/her memory or

he/she may return to the respondent for the missing information.

(ii) Accuracy

One must a lso to  check that  the  answers are  accurate .

Inconsistencies, if there are any, should be found out and resolved.
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(iii) Uniformity

The editing stage gives an opportunity for checking that interviewers

have interpreted questions and followed instructions uniformly. The

investigator should keep a close watch at any lack of uniformity in

the way data have been collected.

1.3.4.2     Coding

Coding is generally conversion of answers into short symbolic form to

simplify analysis. The purpose of coding in surveys is to classify the

answers into meaningful categories to bring out their essential pattern.

The use of computer for analysis of data requires it to be in a special

form, and hence coding is unavoidable now. But whatever the kind of

coding followed, the method and type of analysis required should be

considered otherwise desirable calculations may become unnecessarily

complex. A coding frame needs to be developed which generally relates

to a single question, but in some cases it may relate to a combination

of questions. However, the frame must suit the responders’ chosen

terms of reference as well as the purpose of the survey.

1.3.4.3     Tabulation

After editing and coding, the data are arranged in tables. The accuracy

of the information has already been checked in the schedules. Here all

the schedules are added together and count them according to the answer

for each question.

Tabulation can be done manually for small surveys with simple data

involving one or two variables. But for complicated cross-tabulations,

involving more than two variables, hand tabulation will be slow. In

such cases computer tabulation is preferable as it has more flexibility.

Here the researcher can take the help of any computer operator if

he/she himself/herself does not know the skill. Use of computer has

made the task of tabulation easy as well as development of multi-

variable statistical procedure in survey analysis. It saves lot of time

while increasing the speed of analysis. Once the analysis sheets have

been filled in or have been produced by computer, meaningful information

should be drawn from the raw tables. There are no definite rules for

this purpose, but the methods of analysis should be kept in mind, so

that the resulting figures are meaningful and comprehensible. For

example, as far as possible the figures about the attributes used be

converted into percentages. However, for the variables, the figures

may not be reduced to percentage, as that may not be possible also, as
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in the case of age of the respondents.

1.3.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA

In survey the researcher is interested in the answer of the ‘population’

of the respondents. Let us suppose that the researcher has asked a

sample of 500 university students studying in postgraduate classes to

gather information about their study time in library. The researcher

would tabulate the  data col lected to describe or summarize the

information about study time, and also estimate the reliabil i ty of

generalizations from the obtained data to the ‘population’. Statistical

methods are useful in fulfilling both these functions, by using descriptive

statistics and sampling statistics.

1.3.5.1       Central Tendency

The central tendencies indicate what is typical in group. In our example

given above, we may wish to know what the average of the students in

terms of library study time is. In the terminology of statistics, we

wish to get some indications of the central tendency. There are various

measures of central tendency, each of which makes assumptions about

the nature of data.

1.3.5.1.1 Arithmetic Mean

The arithmetic mean implies equality of class interval, i.e., an interval

scale. It is appropriate to such data as the number of hours students

study in library each day since here the scale is characterized by

equal intervals between every whole numbers; for example, 1 to 2

hours; 2 to 3 hours; 3 to 4 hours; 4 to 5 hours; and so on. The average

hours the students study in library is calculated by adding up the

hours of study of all the students and dividing this number by the

total number of students. In formula form, it is :

M=EX/N

Where M = mean

EX = sum of scores in a distribution

N = number of scores

This is shown in the following table :

Number of Hours’ Mean Number of Students Mean X Number of

Students

study in library

lto2 1.5 50 75

2 to 3 2.5 150 375

3 to 4 3.5 200 700
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4 to 5 4.5 50 225

5 to 6 5.5 50 275

N=500 X=1650

As per the formula, Mean=1650/500=3.3 Hours.

Here, the mean for each class is calculated as 1.5 for the first, 2.5 for

the second, and so on. For the first group, the time for 50 students

engaged in study in a library is between 1 and 2 hours, i.e., on an

average each student studies for 1.5 hours; and together they study

for 75 hours. In this way,  these values are calculated for the students

in various classes and add these up to 1650 hours for the sample of

500 students: So, on an average each student is engaged in library

study for 3.3 hours.

1.3.5.1.2 Median

The median is a useful measure of central tendency in a group when

extreme items are likely to have disproportionate influence on the

mean. The median is a point (not necessarily a score) in an array,

above and below where one-half of the scores fall. It is therefore, a

measure of POSITION rather than of MAGNITUDE.

In a university department with five faculty members, the salaries

are

Teacher A Rs. 35,000.00

Teacher B Rs. 30,000.00

Teacher C Rs. 28,000.00   (Median)

Teacher D Rs. 27,000.00

Teacher E Rs. 26,000.00

Total Rs. 146,000.00

Mean (M)=Rs. 29,200.00

The average salary of the group is represented with a different emphasis

by the median salary (Rs. 28,000.00) than by the mean salary (Rs.

29,200.00), which is substantially higher than that of the three of the

five faculty members. Thus, the median is less sensitive than the

mean to extreme values at either end of a distribution.

1.3.5.1.3 Mode

This is another measure of central tendency. It has its own uses in

certain circumstances. The mode is that score which occurs most

frequently. It is located, like median, by inspection rather than by

computation. For example :

6

5
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4

4 -Mode

3

2
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Similarly, a men’s wear salesman will verify the fact that there are

more sales of size 40 suits than of any other size. Consequently, a

large number of size 40 suits are ordered and stocked, 40 being the

mode. The mode, like the median, is a positional average and is not

affected by values of extreme items.

1.3.5.2 Dispersion

In social science research, we often wish to know how similar or how

dinerent the respondents or subjects in the group are with respect to

a given characteristic. In other Words, we wish to know how widely

the individuals in the sample or ‘population’ vary. For example, if we

wish to know whether there is much variation in the time or hours

the students devote to their studies in the l ibrary there are many

measures of dispersion. The more frequently used measure is standard

deviation.

1.3.5.2.1 Standard Deviation

It is a measure of the average distance of individuals from the group

mean i.e. individual score and group mean. The standard deviation not

only provides the most refined measure of variability, but also gives a

basis for further statist ical  calculations. The standard deviation

represents the average or mean of the deviations of cases from the

group mean. Like the mean, it assumes that the data correspond to

an interval scale. It is a very useful device for comparing characteristics

that may be quite different or that may be expressed in different units

of measurement. There are other statistical methods such as significance

tests, etc. that can also be employed depending upon their usefulness

as per requirement of the data.

1.3.6.INTERPRETATION AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

This is almost the final stage of the survey. The date collected from

respondents have been edited, coded and presented in tables. The

researcher has to  interpret  h is results  based on the data, g ive

explanations for the figures, coming to conclusions, and offering

suggestions. It calls tor researcher’s judgement, imagination and skill.

Interpretation is the search for the broader meaning of research findings.
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Thus interpreation helps one to understand what the given research

findings really means, and what underlying abstract principle is of

which the research finding is a concrete manifestation. Interpretation

makes it possible for us to appreciate why the relations between variables

expressed in the findings are what they are.

1.3.6.1 Categories or Classification of Data

Any survey involves a large number of responses of different kinds of

questions asked to the sample of respondents. In order to organize

these different kinds of responses, they must be grouped into limited

categories or classes, such as :

(a ) “Yes” responses

(b) “No” responses

(c ) “Do not know”/”Can’t say”

(d) Did not reply

The categories for grouping of data should be based on some principles

of classification. These»categories should be exhaustive; and should

also be mutually exclusive, i.e., should not overlap each other.

1.3.7 PRESENTATION

The final step of a survey is to present i ts results, detai ls of the

methodology, and the conclusions drawn from the results. The survey

data may be presented in several ways. The most popular is presentation

by tables. There should be a table heading and the data be presented

in columns and rows. Tables with data should look as clear as possible.

By nature tables are two dimensional, so that two-way classifications

are easier to represent than more complex ones. The basic pattern of

a table is as follows :

Library personnel in District Libraries in Punjab

District Professional Semi-Professional Unskilled/othersTotal

Amritsar 1 2 1 4

Bathinda 1 1 2 4

Faridkot 1 1 2 4

Ferozepur 1 1 2 4

Gurdaspur 2 1 2 5

Hoshiarpur 2 1 2             5

Jalandhar 3 4 11                            18

Kapurthala 2 1 2 5

Mohali 1 – 1 2
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Nabha 1 1 2 4

Ropar 1 1 2 4

Sangrur 1 – 2 3

Similarly, tables with two or three factors can also be prepared for

data presentation. While preparing the research report, presenting

tables and repeating the information in them may be avoided unless

an important point is to be highlighted. Only selective and illuminative,

not repetitive comment should be made on a table.

Besides tables, use of graphs, charts, and diagrams is considered helpful

for indicating trends over a period of time (a time series), frequency,

distribution, etc. The most commonly used is arithmetical line graph,

where the scales are divided into equal sections.

Although the form of a survey report may be varied, yet some essential

elements, as suggested in the Recommendations for the Preparation of

Survey Report (UN Statistical Office, 1964), must be borne in mind.

These include :

(i ) Statement of purpose;

(i i ) description of coverage;

(i i i ) collection of information-nature and method;

(iv) whether the survey is isolated or one in series;

(v) methods of arriving at numerical results;

(vi) date and duration;

(vii) accuracy of data (estimates of error etc.);

(viii) cost;

(ix) assesment of extent to which purposes were fulfilled;

(x) responsibility for organization and execution and

(xi) reference to available reports or papers relating to the survey.

While interpreting or reporting the results, investigator should make

every effort to avoid bias of any kind, personal or ideological. He should

be prepared to see any results, e.g less valuable from the survey. Line

is of the view that the results of  the survey must be adequate ly

communicated to make it useful.

The investigator must use simple language and try to avoid the jargon

and style so that contexts are not made complicated. The clarity of

exposition must be foremost objective of report ! writing. Unnecessary

repetitions should be avoided to make the report a qualitative one. As

far possible, limitations and gaps in the survey should also be mentioned

for the benefit of the readers.
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The survey report should also identify areas for future researchers in

the field.

1.3.8 SUMMARY

This lesson enumerates the important steps for planning of a survey.

It highlights such method as use of documentary sources, library visits,

observat ion,  quest ionnaire ,  interv iew for  col lec t ing o f  required

information. In order to process the data, it has to be analyzed in

such a manner that it becomes meaningful for the readers. For its

analysis, use of various statistical methods such as mean, median,

mode, standard deviation, etc. should be made. The interpretation

and presentation of results are keystone of any survey report, which

should avoid any prejudices and rather identify areas for future research.

1.3.9 GLOSSARY

i. Coding : It is meant to classify the answer to a question into

meaningful categories, so as to bring out their

essential pattern.

i i . Mean : It is the sum of individual scores divided by

the number of individuals

iii. Median : The point on the scale above which, and

correspondingly, below which, half the cases lie.

iv. Mode : The score that occurs with the greatest

frequency.

v. Tabulation : It is essentially counting to determine the

number of cases that belong in the various

categories.

vi. Variable : It is the condition or characteristic that the

researcher manipulates, controls or observes.
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1.4.0 OBJECTIVES

After reading this lesson, students will be able to :

(i ) Understand various techniques and tools of library survey;

(i i ) Know the aims, and methods of observation techniques;

(i i i ) Know the purposes and types of interview;

(iv) Get familiar with the advantages and limitations of

questionnaire.

1.4.1 INTRODUCTION

After formulating the problem of the survey and its objectives, suitable

techniques and tools for collecting the information must be selected

carefully. The various tools available include observation, interview,

questionnaire, projective techniques, examination of record, and so

on. Each of these has its advantages and limitations, which may be

taken into consideration before selecting any one method for a library

survey. The choice of techniques to be utilized for data collection and

the form in which these are to be applied depend on such considerations

such as : who are to be the respondents; what is to be known from

them; when, where, and how? Some techniques have distinct advantages

over others in certain kinds of situations. Certain techniques are

especially suited to certain kinds of respondents and information. On

the other hand, certain situations and problems require not one but

two or more techniques for obtaining the information through survey.

1.4.2   TOOLS

Let us discuss these tools used in a library survey one by one

1.4.2.1  Observation

It is the basic method of getting about the world around us. It is not

only one of the most pervasive activities of daily life; it is a primary

tool of scientific enquiry. Observation becomes a scientific technique

when :

i . It serves a formulated research purpose;

i i . It is planned systematically; and

ii i . It is subjected to checks and controls on validity and reliability.

Observation as a method is generally used in either laboratory or field

research. Observational methods are primarily directed toward describing

and understanding behaviour as it occurs in its natural form. As a data

gathering device direct observation may make an important contribution

to descriptive research such as study about the behavioural patterns

of library users in a library survey.
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In a survey about a library building, the researcher may study the

characteristics by observing and recording such aspects as materials

of construction, number of rooms for various library activities, size of

rooms/hall, items of furniture and equipments and other physical

conditions, presence or absence of certain basic facilities such as

drinking water, toilets, etc; and other relevant aspects.

1.4.2.1.1 Advantages

(i ) Through observational technique it is possible to record behaviour

as it occurs under natural or controlled conditions whether under

any pressure, stress and strain;

(i i ) Some elements of human behaviour are so much a part of their

habit that they escape awareness and resist translation into

words;

(i i i ) Observation is independent of people’s willingness to report, when

investigator meets with resistance or people are unwilling to be

interviewed then this method could be used and

(iv) In some situations observation is the only method to be used.

1.4.2.1.2 Validity and Reliability

In order to achieve a satisfactory degree of validity in observation,

some critical incidents of behaviour considered significant must be

ident i f ied.  The knowledge  and ski l l  o f  the  researcher may be

supplemented by the judgement of experts in the field. It is generally

mentioned that the reactive effect of the instrusion of the investigator

is a threat to the validity of the process of observation. This may be

possible in case of a sole observer whose values, feelings, attitudes

may distort observation due to biasing behaviour. It may therefore be

desirable to engage more independent observers. Again, randomly

selected time samples of reqeuently occuring incidents say, of library

of catalogue use, may help yield more representative samples. This

method of selecting different time periods over longer period would

enhance both reliability and validity of observation.

1.4. 2.1.3 Relationship Between Observer and Observed

Investigator has to take a decision whether he wants to become a

participant observer or only observer. Thus, one dimension is the degree

to which the observer intentionally or unintentionally influences or

intervenes in the behaviour under study. A second dimension is the

degree to which the investigator conceals the act of observation.
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1.4.2.1.4 Recording Observations

It is generally recommended that simultaneous recording of observation

should be made to minimize the errors that result from faulty memory.

There are other occasions when recording would be done some time

after observation. The recording of observation should be done as soon

as possible, while the details are still fresh in the mind of the observer

to avoid any unwanted element.

1.4.2.1.5 Systematizing Data Collection

A number of devices have been extensively used to aid the recording

of information collected through observation. These include check list,

rating scales, score cards, scaled specimens which provide systematic

means of summarizing or quantifying the data collected by observation.

1.4.2.1.6 Methods of Observation

These are as follows :

(i) Unstructured Method :

It gives complete account of an event. But this is not a desirable goal.

The basic purpose of any observational technique is that it attempts

to summarize, systematize, and simplify the representation of an event

rather than provide an exact reproduction of it. Unstructured method

usually provides a more direct account of the phenomenon under

investigation. It also provides depth of information gained by the first

hand knowledge of observer.

(ii) Structured Method

This method of observation consists in a careful definition of categories

under which the information is to be recorded, standardization of

conditions of observations and selection of pertinent data of observation.

According to Selltiz, et al. structured observation is used mostly in

studies designed to provide systematic description or to test causal

hypothesis. The use of this method presupposes that the researcher

knows what aspects of the situation understudy are relevant to his

research purposes. Accordingly the develops a specific plan for making

and receding observation.

(iii) Participant Observation

Edward Linderman who was critical of other methods introduced this

concept in social science. He believed that if one wished to know what

the subject was really doing one should watch him and not ask him.

In participant observation, therefore, the observer maintains a face-

to-face; relationship with the observed. One of the advantages of
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participant observation is that the investigator need only have tentative

hypotheses which can be refined in the course of the research.

1.4.2.2   Self Study

Line has identified a special kind of survey method, which has particular

applications in the library field. He calls it self study by the sample,

in which the individuals in the sample keep record of their own activities.

The commonest form of this is the diary in which the person records

his daily routine activities. This is indeed a reading diary maintained

by researcher in which he records what he reads as he reads it. It

might equally be a reseacher’s record of what materials he uses for

what  purposes. Daries can be  completed over a period of  t ime.

Alternatively, diaries may be used in a more instant fashion for a

particular perod of time, e.g. a day or a morning only.

T.D. Wilson and W.A.G. Marsterson in their Local Library Cooperation

have made detailed comments on the use of instant diaries for events.

This document refers also to a number of other techniques used in

the study and gives comment on their usefulness. Another example of

the instant diary for in-library use can be found in M.G. Fancher

Beeler et al. Measuring the Quality of Library Services : A Handbook

1.4.2.2.1 Problems

The use of diaries for self-study has also some of the problems.

(i) It is difficult to obtain a random sample. Although a random

sample is possible to draw and ask all those selected to cooperate, but

those who can be induced to do so are likely to be a pretty small self-

selected group.

(ii) The  se lected group wi l l  become even smal ler and less

representative if the period over which diaries are kept is long enough

to be worth while, so that in the end one is left with a few individuals

whose persistence is one of their non-typical features. Even if they

are all honest and conscientious, the likely error is fairly substantial.

Line further observes that if the nature of the enquiry allows it, it is

more satisfactory for a large number of individuals to keep diaries for

a very short period. For some enquiries, however, the diary method

may be the only way of obtaining data.

1.4.2.3 Interview

Observational methods are less effective in giving information about a

person’s perceptions, beliefs, feelings, motivations, anticipations, or

future plans. Observation does not provide any information, according
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to Selltiz, about past behaviour, or private behaviours, such as dreaming

or sexual activity, which are, by their very nature, either unfeasible

or impossible to observe. G.W. Allport, in his classic statement, sums

up this beautifully. He says, “if you want to know how people feel,

what they experience and what they remember, what their emotions

and motives are like, and reasons for acting as they do-why not ask

them?” In order to  obtain such in formation,  the  interv iew,  the

questionnaire, and the projective methods have been devised. The

interview technique is a verbal method of obtaining data, and so is

questionnaire.

1.4.2.3.1 Difference Between Interview and Questionnaire

(i ) In a questionnaire, the information one obtains is limited to the

written responses of subjects to pre-arranged questions. In an interview,

since the interviewer and the person interviewed are both present as

the questions are asked and answered there is opportunity for greater

care in communicating questions and eliciting information.

(i i ) In an interview, the interviewer has the opportunity to observe

both the subject and the total situation to which he/she is responding,

while it is not possible in questionnaire method.

The interview approach, simply stated, involves a person designated

as interviewer asking questions in a face-to-face contact to the other

person or persons, designated the interviewee/s who give answers to

these questions. 1.4.2.3.2 Advantages

Some of these are as follows :

(i ) The personal interviews, as compared to questionnaire, usually

yield a high percentage of returns;

(i i ) The interview method can be made to yield an almost perfect

sample of the general population because practically everyone

can be reached by the researcher and can respond to this approach.

On the other hand, questionnaire approach is limited only to the

literate segment of the society;

(i i i ) The information obtained through interviews is likely to be more

correct as compared to that got by other techniques. The interviewer

can on the spot clear up any doubts or inaccuracies, etc.;

(iv) The interviewer can collect supplementary information about

respondent and his/her environments, which is of great value in

interpreting results. Interview is a much more flexible technique

as it allows for posing new questions or check-questions if need
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be for clarification. Its flexibility makes the interview a far superior

technique for the exploration of certain areas;

(v) The interview is the more appropriate technique for revealing

information about complex, emotionally laden subjects or for probing

the sentiments that may underlie an expressed opinion as in the

case of questionnaires;

(vi) A personal interview may take long enough to allow the respodents

to become oriented to the topic under investigation. Thus recall

of relevant information is facilitated and

(vii) The language of the interview can be adapted to the ability or

education level of the interviewee. Therefore, it is comparatively

easy to avoid misinterpretations or misleading questions.

1.4.2.3.3 Types of Interview

A brief discussion about some of the major types of interview is given below.

(i) Structured Interview

It involves the use of a set of pre-determined questions set out on a

printed schedule and records the answers in the appropriate way.

Structured interview mostly involves the use of  f ixed alternative

questions. The alternative questions or closed-ended questions are

those in which the responses are limited to fixed, pre-determined

alternatives. In structured interview the response rate may be higher.

The danger of misunderstanding is less as the interviewer can explain

it in language, the persons interviewed will understand. There is also

less danger of hasty and careless answering.

But there are few disadvantages also. (i) Some interviewers tend to

obtain different results from others. (ii) The interview between person

and person, even if it consists of formal questions and answers, is an

extremely complex, and subtle process. (iii) Difference of sex, age,

colour and class can make rapport difficult. (iv) The interviewers will

react to different interviewees in different ways.

(ii) Unstructured Interview

It is characterized by a far too greater flexibility of approach to questioning

the respondents as it is informal. In this type of interview, the interviewer

does not follow a system or l ist of pre-determined questions. The

interviewer may hold a conversation with the individual guiding the

discussion along certain lines, but aiming to get a personal viewpoint

rather than a set of responses. Respondents are encouraged to relate

freely and frankly their experience.
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Although most library surveys be carried out by formal or structured

interviews, yet for some purposes unstructured or semi structured

interviews are justified. For example, it may not be possible to elicit

the information needs of the researcher in an industrial research

institution by a structured interview schedule, since some of the concepts

involved would require a great deal of explanation and interpretation.

Limitations

Some of the limitations of interview are listed below :

(i ) In terms of cost, energy and time, the interview approach

poses a heavy demand. The transportation cost and the time required

to cover addresses to large area as also possibility of non-availability

may make interview method uneconomical and often unfeasible.

(i i ) The efficiency of interview depends on a thorough training

and skill of interviewers and also rigorous supervision over them. Failing

this, data recorded may be inaccurate and incomplete.

(i i i ) The human-equation may distort returns. If an interviewer

has a certain bias he may inconsciously devise questions so as to

secure confirmation of his views.

(iv) The presence of  the interviewer on the spot may over

stimulate the respondent to the extent that he may give imaginary

information just to make it interesting.

1.4.2.4 Questionnaire

It is a principal survey method used to elicit information from human

beings, which would otherwise be difficult to obtain. A questionnaire

consists of a number of questions printed in a definite order on a form

or set of forms. In a questionnaire information so obtained is limited

to the written responses of subjects to pre-arranged questions.

1.4.2.4.1 Advantages

By its nature, a questionnaire has the following advantages :

(i ) It is economical and requires less skill to administer than interview;

(i i ) A questionnaire can often be administered to large numbers of

individuals simultaneously, while an interview generally questions

one individual at a time;

(i i i ) Questionnaire can be sent through mail; interviewers can not.

It is possible to cover wider area and obtain information from

more  people  by means o f  quest ionnaire  than by  personal ly

interviewing each respondent;
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(iv) The standardized order of questions and the standardized instructions

for recording responses ensure uniformity of questions. On the other

hand, the interview situation is rarely uniform from one interview

to the next;

(v) The respondents feel greater confidence in their anonymity and

thus feel freer to express views without fear. In an interview, the

interviewer usually knows the user staff by name, job function,

address, etc. which they fear may be included in the completed

interview and

(vi) A questionnaire places less pressure on the subject for immediate

responses.

Respondents nave-time to think over the questions and provide

more accurate information.

1.4.2.4.2 Disadvantages

Some of the disadvantages or limitations of questionnaire are as under:

(i ) The principal disadvantage is that questionnaire do not usually

elicit so high percentage of returns. Sometimes, it is as low as

only 10%;

(i i ) Another disadvantage is that many people have difficulty in

expressing themselves in writing, especially when responding to

open questions;

(i i i ) A questionnaire can only be administered to respondents with a

considerable amount of education;

(iv) The respondents can misinterpret a question or write answer

unintelligibly and

(v) A questionnaire lacks motivation for respondents to answer since

the surveyor is not present.

1.4.2.4.3 Distribution by Mail or Personal Delivery

Questionnaire are usually sent out through the mail to a selected

sample. Sometimes personal delivery is also feasible; for example, to

all users leaving the l ibrary on specified dates. But in most cases

questionnaire is distributed in an impersonal way, a covering letter

should give the purpose of survey. The investigator must be clear what

he wants to know. Any vague thinking is likely to produce vague or

misleading  questions. Special  attent ion must be paid to  l ibrary

terminology. It is not fair to assume that every one knows what librarians

mean by catalogues, bibliographies, classification, periodicals, and many

more terms that we take for granted.
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1.4.2.4.4 Typology of Questionnaires

There are two major types of questionnaire on the bases of variable of

structure as discussed below :

(i) Structured Questionnaire

There are definite; concrete and pre-ordained questions limited to

those necessary to clarify inadequate answers. The questions are

presented with exactly the same wording, and in the same order to

all the respondents.

Structured questionnaire may differ in the amount of structuring of

the questions. The form of questions may either be closed or open.

Closed-ended or pre-coded questions are called fixed response questions

where respondent is offered a set of answers and asked to choose

only one. For example, “How often do you use the library on average,

for whatever purpose?” (please tick as appropriate).

More than once a week;

Once a week;

Once a fortnight;

Less frequently and

Not at all

On the other hand, open ended questions are  designed to al low

respondents to answer the questions freely in his/her own words. For

example : “What do you feel are the most important problems being

faced by college libraries in India?” There are four basic kinds of

questions. Each is intricately related to each other. These are : (i)

Factual questions, (i i) Opinion-attitude questions, (i i i) Informative

questions, and (iv) Self perception questions. It may, however, be

mentioned that all questions be made as objective as possible. 1.4.2.4.5

Designing the Questionnaire

Elias Awad has identi f ied six steps explaining the procedure for

constructing a questionnaire. These are:

(i ) Decide what data should be collected; that is, define the problem

to be investigated;

(i i ) Decide what type of questions (closed or open-ended) should be

used;

(i i i ) Outl ine the topics for the questionnaire and then write the

questions;

(iv) Edit the questions for technical defects or biases that reflect

personal values;
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(v) Pre test (try out) the questionnaire to see how well it works and

(vi) Do a final editing to ensure that the questionnaire is ready for

administration. This includes a close look at the content, form,

and sequence of questions as well as the appearance and clarity

of the procedure for using the questionnaire.

A critical aspect of questionnaire designing is the formulation of reliable

and valid question. To do a satisfactory job, the investigator must focus

on question content, wording, and format.

1.4.2.4.6 Validity and Reliability

According to John Best, validity and reliability are qualities that are

essential-to the effectiveness to any data-gathering procedure. Validity

is that quality of data gathering instrument or procedure that enables

it to determine what it was designed to determine. Reliability is the

quality of consistency that the instrument or procedure demonstrates

over a period of time. The validity and reliability of these tests can be

quantitatively assessed through a certain statistical techniques. The

importance of the questionnaire or interview topic to the respondent

determines the frequency and validity of responses.

It can be concluded that the adequacy of an information-gathering

tool such as questionnaire is judged by the criteria of validity and reliability.

Both depend on the design of the questionnaire as well as the way it

is administered.

It is believed that the questionnaires prepared and administered for

the purpose of library surveys are harmless as anonymity is very important

to many respondents. Therefore, assurances should be given by the

investigator that the information provided by them will be kept strictly

confidential.

1.4.2.5 Projective Techniques

In direct  survey  methods o f  quest ionnaire ,  interv iew,  etc .  the

respondents may not like to express their true views or feelings just

for the fear of getting disapproval of others. To get the desired data

despite these limitations, indirect techniques have been devised. These

can be grouped into two categories as discussed here.

1.4.2.5.1 Less Structured Projective Techniques

These are relatively less structured techniques. They involve some

sort of imaginative activity on the part of the individual in interpreting

ambiguous stimuli. According to Fox, “These are those techniques

which function at the non conscious level, and in which a stimulus
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is presented to the respondent and his association to that stimulus

recorded and interpreted in terms of some psychological dynamic.”

The assumption is that the way an individual organizes a relatively

unstructured stimulus situation reflects the basic trends in his/her

perception of the world and response to it.

Projective techniques were f i rst  developed by  psychologists  and

psychiatrists concerned with the diagnosis and treatment of patients

suffering from emotional disorders. However, these are also used in

social science subjects.

In these techniques there are no right or wrong answers; nor are

limited set of alternatives. The emphasis is on the respondent’s perception

of the material, the meaning given to it, the way in which the respondent

manipulated it. The ostensible subject matter is, say, an inkblot, which

can be perceived in different ways, a picture that can elicit a variety

of stories, or a set of dolls, which can be arranged in many ways.

In projective techniques the individual’s responses are not taken at

face value but are  interpreted in terms of some pre establ ished

psychological conceptualization of what responses to the specific test

situation mean. These use  pictorial  techniques as well  as verbal

techniques. Some of the most frequently used projective techniques

are Rorschach Test, Thematic Appreciation Test, Word-Association Test,

Sentence-Completion Test, Doll-Play Test, Figure Drawing Test, etc.

1.4.2.5.2 More Structured Indirect Tests

These would not only have the advantages of projective techniques

but would also be simpler to administer, score, and interpret. According

to Selltizand associates, these are based on the fact that our attitudes

are likely to influence our perceptions, beliefs, judgements, and memory.

Thus these indirect techniques not only give ‘truer’ results than the

direct techniques, but they also provide a variety of approaches each

reflecting the characteristics the test is intended to measure.

1.4.3 SUMMARY

This lesson describes the various important techniques and tools

developed for collecting the information from the respondents for a

survey. These include observation, self-study, interview, questionnaire,

projective techniques. Discusses their types, advantages, limitations

and more particularly, their validity and reliablility as data gathering

techniques.
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1.4.4 GLOSSARY

i . Closed Question : It is the one in which the responses of

the respondent are limited to the stated

alternatives.

ii. Interview : It is an oral questionnaire. Instead of

writing the  r e sp o ns e ,  t h e

respondent g ives the needed information

verbally.

iii. Open-ended Question : It permits a free response from the

respondent.

iv. Projective Technique : It enables the respondent to project

h is internal feelings, attitudes, needs and

values etc.

v. Questionnaire : It consists of a number of questions printed/

typed in a definite order on a form.

vi. Reliability : It is the quality of consistency that the

tool demonstrate over a period of time.

vii. Self Study : In it the individuals in the sample keep

a record of their own activities.

viii. Structured Interview : It consists of the use of a set of pre

determined questions and a standardized

techniques of recording.

ix. Unstructured Interview : In it neither the exact questions are

asked, nor the respondent is given

pre-determined answers.

x. Validity : It is that quality of a data gathering

technique that enables it to determine

what it was designed to determine.
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1.5.0 Objectives

After reading this lesson the students shall be able to understand :

(i) The meaning of the word information

(ii) Shall become aware of the nature of the concept "Information"

(iii) The library Users and their Categories

1.5.1 Introduction

The first part of the lesson concerns itself with Definition of Information

and its nature. There are three kernel terms in this tit le, namely

'Definition' 'Information' and 'Nature'. Before entering into the explanation

as a whole for clarity it is imperative upon our part to clarify the three

terms that make up the topic, individually.

(i) 'By definition', we mean to fix the bounds or limits of something or a

concept; to fix the meanings of a term.

(ii) The Dictionary meanings of the term "Information" are : News,

Intelligence Communicated by word or through writing - 'facts' or

'data'; knowledge derived through reading or instructions gathered

through any way.
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(iii) "Nature" : It is innate characteristic; essential qualities; vital characters

physical character etc.

1.5.2. Information

1.5.2.1 Definition

Let us consider the following

(i) News/intelligence communicated by word or in writing, facts or data;

knowledge derived from reading or instructions gathered in any way.

(New Webster dictionary of the English language)1

(ii) Knowledge communicated or received concerning a particular fact

or circumstances; any knowledge gained through research,

instruction (Random House Dictionary of the English language, 1983,

p. 730).

(iii) The definitions of information according to a UNESCO document i.e.

Intergovernmental Conference of Scientific and Technological

Information for Development, UNISIST II 1979)2.

"Information is made up of symbolic elements, communicating scientific and

technical knowledge, irrespective of their nature (numerical textual, graphic,

etc.) material carriers (papers print, microform or machine readable form), form

of presentation etc. It refers both to substance or contents of documents and

to physical existence; the term is also used to designate both, the message

(substance and form) and its communication. A distinction is made between

raw information (facts, concepts, representation) and the documents in which

it is recorded.

The terms 'news', 'data', and knowledge contained in the above definition

of information are relevant for us being relevant to library and information

science.

According to Random House Dictionary two sets of words are used

synonymously with the term information.

(i) Data, facts, intelligence, advice.

(ii) Information, knowledge, wisdom

The terms news, data and knowledge are relevant in the context of

library and information science accordingly.

(i) These terms are related to the concept information and thus are

nearly synonymous with the term 'information.'

(ii) Information is communicated by word (verbal, oral communication)

or in writing (e.g. written communication irrespective of the physicl

form). And information is derived from reading or Instructions or

gathered in any other way. Further, the last two statements imply
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that some people communicate information while some others acquire,

derive or gather and use information. The former are creators and the

latter use (users). The terms actually - news, data, information and

knowledge even if used interchangeably are not unanimous - strictly

speaking, such impression in through extension of meanings and

sometimes are by intention of meanings, they do appear similar.

(a) News

The word information is derived from the word 'inform' (verb) and explained

in dictionaries as "To give knowledge/news/tidings as such it comes to

three levels of information i.e. knowledge, news, tidings".

These may pertain to contemporary activities, events, personalities - local,

state, national and international. These also pertain to current political

affairs, sports and games, economic and commercial activities, painting

and music, day to day entertainment and engagements, etc.

(b) Data and Information

'Data' is a plural of the Greek word 'datum' (a singular) but it is in

modern language constructed as singular, meaning thereby an individual

fact, statistic, or a piece of information or a 'group' or body of facts,

statistics or the like (Random House Dictionary).1 As such data can be

described as discrete and unorganized pieces of information. Data i.e.

raw one, becomes 'information' when these pieces are processed,

interpreted and presented in an organized/logical form to facilitate a

better comprehension of the concerned topic or issue e.g. data for census

being collected by the resource persons in accordance with the forms

des igned by  the  census authori ty  from the  area al lo t ted to  the

investigators.

On collection of these returns in census office, processing of this data

followed by logical, intell igible and relevant description along with

collective charts, graphs and comparative approaches, duly to be

described on time and any other distinguishing features, becomes

information. Similarly Meteorological Department is responsible for the

collection of atmospheric data on weather. The data is presented in

quantitative (Statistical) form such as tables that contain rainfall,

temperature figures over a period relating to different regions.

On the othe hand Air port authority and their pilots need weather data

relating to the region through which their Air crafts would fly. The brief

note on the weather based on these tables would tell the pilot whether he

would face  any air turbulence on the route. This processed data with useful
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interpretation then becomes information. As such we can say "Processed data"

that tells the targeted audience is called information.

To clarify further, Reserve Bank of India from time to time issues/publishes

notifications on exchange control regulations as and when some existing

regulations are amended or new ones introduced. They do not follow any

logical sequence. We  can term the contents of a circular as discrete

pieces of facts. However, if these notifications at a later stage and time,

are organized or integrated in such a manner that all the related pieces

are brought together in the form of 'relating to foreign exchange regulation;

relating to business travel', etc. It becomes information, So we can say

"processed, organized as well as integrated data becomes information."

A scientist, studying the behaviour of a chemical compound under different

physical conditions would observe and record the relevant data as provided

by the experiments. This new data of facts is unable to convey any meanings

unless the scientist filters, analyses and integrates them and finally

interprets his findings. The resultant product is then information.

Thus we can define information either as a report on contemporary activities,

events, personalities-local, state, national and international pertaining to

current political affairs, sports and games, economic and commercial

activities, painting and music, day to day entertainment and engagements

etc. also goes under the heading news; or a brief note on the weather

conditions on the basis of processed and interpreted data of Meteorological

Department; or an organized as well as integrated; occasional notifications

issued by Reserve Bank of India from time to time putting related pieces of

data altogether; or finally reported findings of a scientist based upon filtering,

analysis and integration of the data collected through experiments conducted

under different physical conditions upon chemical, physical, animal or human

agents. Thus, it is news, it is brief note; it is integrated and organized pieces

of data and; reported findings of a scientist. Even if we consider knowledge,

wisdom and information as synonymous, but the following quotation suggests

that it may be similar, it can not be the same as apparent from the following

quotation.

"Where is wisdom, it is lost in knowledge. Where is knowledge, it is lost

in information". The first couplet reads as that knowledge is wisdom when

infiltrated and gets new form. Similarly knowledge in case refined and

integrated for communication, it becomes information.

Information, in one form or another, has consistently been a significant

element in the development of human society, that it has shaped over a long
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period of time, the way in which we think and act. In modern times, information

has become an ingredient of man's life-cycle meaning thereby there is no

life in the modern society without information. Information enables man to

perform his day-to-day duties. Information is a resource of immense economic

and social value. It is vital for proper functioning of a democratic society, a

crucial toll in a productive economy and an effective government, a central

part of the growth and well being of individuals. The ability of man in thinking

and decision-making has given him the power to rule the universe. The

power lies in gathering and addressing the relevant information relating to

a particular problem. For taking a decision he has to gather the information

from several sources in the course of which he puts forth his energy in the

form of efforts to locate the sources and investing money for the same.

Information relating to trade and stock market industries, research,

management of offices and homes etc., is required in the course of decision-

making. As such information has become an indispensable resource  to the

individual. Information is required at personal level and societal level for the

development and management of things.

Let us consider the definition of information viewed by various philosophers,

wheein information is related  to process. knowledge and communication.

Information and Process: "Information is the product of the human brain in action

and may be abstract or concrete, for example, love, fear, book, pen. When an

individual begins to think, a variety of images and sensations flash through his

mind.5 (C.G. Vishwanathan) Drucker compares information to electricity

and expresses : Information, like electricity, is a form of energy, information

is energy for mind work.

McDough states that, "Information is the measure of the net value obtained

from the process of  matching the elements of  a present problem with

appropriate elements of data. He further adds that "information is a process

which occurs within a human mind when a probelm and data useful for its

solution are brought into productive union".6 This indicates that information

is the product of human thinking caused when the problems are solve

using the re lated data. Informationis the result of  data, usually

formalized in processing which shows the relation between thinking

and processing of data supplied. According to Shera7, information is a

'fact'. It is the stimulus which we perceive through our senses. This

information may be a single isolated fact or it may be a whole cluster of

facts; but still it is a unit, it is unit of thought. It can have any dimensions.

It is that intellectual entity which we receive, the building block of knowledge.
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Information is news, facts, statistics, reports, legislation, tax codes, judicial

decisions, resolutions and the like Whitemore  and yavits8 views the term

information as "data of value to decision making. Davis9 has defined

information as "data that has been processed into a form that is meaningful

to the recipient, and is of real perceived value in current or perspective

decision.

The factual data, ideas, and other knowledge from any segment of society

that are idenitified as being of value, sometimes gahtered on regular basis,

organized in some fashion, transmitted to others, and used in some

meaningful fashion.

Information and knowledge : Be fore we sum up the de f init ion of

information,  we  must d is t ingu ish in  be tween knwo ledge  and

information. Knowledge is related with information as Gangotri is reated

to the Ganges. Information is the product, it is measure of value, it is a

process which occurs in the human mind as and when data is confronted

with a problem for a logical solution - data usually formalized for decision

making or the concept with value added leading to communication.

Kent10 feels information as the feed stock for knowledge; information

is of the value of being possessed by indiviudals. Further, knowledge is

a sum of many bits of information. Further with an information added

to the existing body of knowledge k(s), it results are modified i.e. k(s+s)

/K(s)+1=k(s+s).

Machlup and Mansfield11 differentiate information from knowledge as (i)

information is piecemeal, fragmented and particular where as knowledge

is structural coherent and universal (ii) information is timely, transitory,

at times ephemeral whereas knowledge is of enduring significance; and

(iii) Information is flow of message, whereas knowledge is a stock largely

resulting from the flow. Information affects knowledge by adding to it,

restructuring it or changing it in any way.

Information and Communication : Communication between individuals or

a group, between groups, is viewed as information. Webster's International

Dictionary,12 defines information as, "the communication or reception of

knowledge or intelligence, something obtained or received through

informing; the process by which the form of an object of knowledge is

impressed upon the apprehending mind so as to bring about the status

of knowing. Oxford English Dictionary takes information as a verb (gerund)

and construes the meanings as : i) Communication of instructive knowledge (ii)

Communication of knowledge or news of some fact or occurrence, and (iii)
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Knowledge communicated concerning some particular fact, subject or event.

Buckland analyses the three meanings of information given in Oxford English

Dictionary.

Information-as-process is (a) the act of informing i.e. communication of

knowledge or news of some fact or occurrence, (b) information as

knowledge : meaning thereby - to denote that which is perceived i.e.

information as a process. The knowledge communicated concerning

some particular fact subject or event, that of which one is apprised or

told, intelligence, (c) Information as thing : the term used for objects,

such as data and documents, that are referred to as 'information' being

informative - having quality of imparting knowledge.

In short, 'information' is the knowledge put to use, that may bring in good

or bad results. The value of information is in the hands of the manager, or

scientist, or any person concerned with decision making, to use the

information on hand in a prospective way. No decision is taken in the

midst of uncertain options. Here, it is the information that helps the

decision-maker arrive at a decision by reducing the uncertainty. There is

relation in between the quantity of information, place, the speed with

which the decision is to be taken and the person who takes the decision.

The following example may make the ideas, a little more clear

(i) Data = Cotton, information = Yarn and the knowledge is Cloth,

(ii) Data = Sheep hair, information = Wool and knowledge is Showl,

(iii) Data = Polythene, information = Poly yarn knwoledge is poly

cloth.

Cotton, sheep hair, polythene can be loomed into yarn, wool or poly thread

that can be weaved into cloth, shawl and polythene cloth. In general, both

data and information are the building blocks of knowledge - which is

handled and served in libraries offering different types of services,

appropriate in each case.

1.5.2.2 Nature of Information

( i ) Information is a social wealth that helps individual and groups in

society that dedicate themselves to research, development and other

types of creative and innovative work, collect and assemble data and

generate information and knowledge. This is intellectual property of

the individuals and groups who create them. This is such a knowledge

that helps in generation of economic activities. Information is in a process of

growth in every society since time immemorial. The knowledge stream. is

continuous, gets every moment augmented as well as upgraded by
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modifications. Thus, information by nature is continuous, cumulative, dynamic

and ever-growing. The curiosity is continuous and no final judgement can

be passed upon its evergrowing aspects. Another nature of information is to

make it prone to continuous validity of application, it has to be upgraded

before diffusion and dissemination. This process continues the path of

qualitative and quantitative augmentation of information. Necessity is the

mother of invention. To met the dynamic nature of information, there is an

explosive development in the information technology during the period of

last fifty years to meet the challenges of information. It is due to this that

dynamic information - its growth - qualitative and quantitative can be

controlled, processed and harnessed for the betterment of the society

both at national as well as global level. Information is an agent of change

in the 21th century. It helps in generation of wealth in the form of

educational  insti tutions, research establ ishments, scienti f ic and

technicl centres and other similar institutions that are knowledge

oriented. Information and knowledge as they grow, invite criticism,

dialogue and commentary that adds value to them. Information is a

resource for development and as such it will give rise to new power

structure i.e. information rich and information poor among nations.

Within a nation information by its nature is expected to encourage rich

articulate and participative social system with decentralized as well

as centralized decision making organizations. Information adds up

increasingly rewarding, qualified creative and formative work and

eliminate repetitive activities. Information as communication can bring

in an era of better man-machine re lat ionship by using increased

capacities for interaction, dialogue, adaptation and through intelligence

lower the part of machine, it can eliminate machine domination over

man. Information can add a role of workers in direct management.

(i) Information is shareable, not exchangeable, can be given away and

retained at the same time.

(ii ) Information is expandable and increases with use.

( ii i ) Information is compressible, can be compressed,integrated etc.

(iv) Information is acquired at definite measurable cost.

(v) Information is possesses definite value depending upon its user which

may be  quantified and treated as an accountable asset.

(vi) Information vary in value over time in an unpredictable field.

(vii) Information has a consumption rate which can be quantified.

(viii) Information is amenable to the principle of cost-accounting.
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(ix) Information is a source of both political and economic power.

1.5.3.1 Categories of Users of Information

It is difficult to identify mutually exclusive categories of users of libraries

and information centres. However, it is possible to indicate broadly the

major categories of users of libraries and information centres. These, in

general, constitute the following:

(i) Student (all levels - school, college and university);

(ii) Teachers (All levels, school, college and university);

(iii) Authors and writers;

(iv) Researchers (Formal and informal);

(v) Planners and policy makers;

(vi) Business managers and Executives;

(vii) Entreprneuers and Industrialists;

(viii) Bureaucrats, and

(ix) General public

The demand for information for each category may differ from each other

in accordance with their specific requirements.

Students require mostly text books, occasionally primary literature-

journals, conference proceedings etc., general books and recreational

book i.e. fiction, travelogues, biographies etc.  writers and scholars

vis it  information centres for primary l i terature , re ference books,

bibliographies, government documents. Research scholars and technical

staff require - monographs, treatises, primary  literature, reference

books, biblographies, theses, patents, standards and specifications. Field

engineers and Medical specialist etc. need management information,

patents and standards manuals and special hand books. Regarding

Business managers and Executives occasionally primary literature,

reference books, government documents. Industrial entrepreneurs

require primary literature, reference books, bibliographies, government

documents, patents and standards, manuals, handbooks, trade literature

and general books. Bureaucrats require occasionally primary literature,

government documents, management information and general books.

Librarians and information specialists make use or primary literature,

re ference  material  Biblographies ,  Current Awareness  bul le t ins,

Indexing and Abstracting tools, reviews, Progreses, Addresses, state of the

Art Reports Government Documents that include commission/committee

Reports, Regulatory literature, etc, patents, standards, specification; manuals

and special handbooks, trade literature including market information; general
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books to guide the different categories of users. General public uses primary

literature consisting of jounals, coference proceedings etc. reference books,

general books as well as readings for recreation.

It has been observed that libraries and their stock of documents and the

information these documents carry are all for intensive use. Students,

teachers,  researchers, students,  engineers  and technologists,

technicians, planners and policy makers, bureaucrats and the general

public could greatly benefit and increase their efficiency and effectiveness

in many areas of their endeavours and make a positive contribution to

socio-economic development, if only they know how to collect and use

information. Experience has shown that our libraries and information

centres in India are very much unused and underused this is, largely

because most of the users are generally unaware either of the collection

of documents as well as the libraries and inoformation centres as to

what services these can provide to them. It is, therefore, considered

essential to build skills in users for making full use of libraries and

information centres being provided to them in a democratic system. These

are for them, being provided by democratic system for them and run with

public funds so that they better conscious and responsible units of the

progressive programmes. It is possible initially that they be brought through

some advertising as well as public relation techniques. Once they come

to the library, they must be made independent for self-help through some

instructinal programmes. Added to this, there is also an increase in the

use of technological  gadgets for house keeping operations in libraries

and information centres for providing access to information and obtaining

hard copies of documents. Day to day computer terminals are increasingly

being provided to users of libraries and information centres through which

users can access information. They are as such to be made familiar with

the use of computer terminals. Therefore, libraries are being asked to

conduct short courses in the use of the libraries and information sources.

These courses are grouped as :-

(i) Use Orientation;

(ii) Bibliographical Instruction; and

(iii) Training in the use of modern technological gadgets.

Another category of users can be pointed out where in bibliographical

instructions can receive importance i.e. that of research students

requiring initially to collect information concerning their research work

and how to access it. Another category that gets attention concerning
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Bibliography instruction is project workers - midle level officers who have the

responsibility of collecting information. These instruction can have the frame

work of a training programme for the target category of users, duration of such

course duly decided with deliberations of requisite course contents i.e. (i)

information sources (a) documentary sources - primary, secondary and tertiary

(b) multi-media such as microforms, machine readable forms etc. institutional

and individual expertise to apply in instructional methodology - use of

audiovisual aids, lectures, demonstrations etc., added with mimeographed

course material, strengthened with tours of libraries, practical and self-learning

course. However, for each category of users there must be feedback and

evaluation effort to add further to upgrade the programme both quantitatively

and qualitatively. The effort will be subject specialization based categories of

libraries and information users.

In the New Information Technology Era the users have been categorized

on the basis of quantity as well as quality of Information Technology and

within them the levels of students and researchers, sub-categories to be

recognized on the basis of different aspects that need attention, those are

:-

(a) The mechanism to access requisite target information by the target

users category through training for self-help.

(b) Online access to foreign ( international ) data bases through

formulation of queries and search strategies and

(c) Knowledge of foreign databases in different subjects and information

relating to business, industry, government affairs etc.

The users - categories can be arrived at, on the basis of the types of

libraries and information centres. For example National library, Academic

libraries - school, college, university libraries user group, special libraries

users groups, agricultural libraries and information centres, documentation

centres attached to national centres such as Indian National Scientifice

Documentation Centre (INSDOC), Defence Science Documentation Centre

(DESIDOC) etc., Public Libraries users groups men, women, all sectors of

population - Labour, Industrialists, Businessmen, Men of politics, Service

people, Children, Educated, Illiterates etc. again divided by population cluster

village, subdivision, Division, Urban city headquarters, other cities, state

headquarters, National Capital, Metropolitan cities etc.

These user's groups are identified to know as to who is eligible to use a

particular library or information centres i.e. interaction of target users

with target information sources, in multimeida forms and also a few
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basic services to the entire population for making them alive to their obligation

and rights in a democratic structure, where every member is vital in the act

of nation-building? For such a structure, question are: what services are to

be provided and how? what inputs are essential for minimum services to

start with? and how to upgrade requisite infrastructure by and by? Any

organization requires the following constituents for effficient working in the

service of users groups attached to them. Those are: clearly defined objectives

along with legal base, stock or material stock-vehicles of knowledge - such

as Books, scientific and general as well as academic periodicals, alongwith a

sufficient intake of indexing and abstracting periodicals, bibliopraphies -

general as well as subject, sufficiently representative reference tools with

continuous updating. For rationale use of sources inter libraries and

information centeres engage in cooperation programmer to avoid

duplication and wastage of monetary resources and finally use of New

Information Technology gadgets. Also staff savings from repetitive work

for vital information  through elite staff for elite staff for elite users'

groups. The list can be featured to reflect the areas of interest or

product profile of the organization. The list can include information for

more than one type of information source. Research-in-progress Bulletin

is the kind of current awareness service, and as the name suggests it

allerts user to new research projects and progress made in ongoing

research project. Such a current awareness service for users require

the joint effort of more than one organization working in similar or

closely related research area. Such a service can be provided by Council

o f  Sc ient i f i c  and Industr ia l  Research (CSIR) ,  Indian Counci l  o f

Agricultural Research (ICAR) in india. CARIS (Current Agricultural

Research In fo rmation System)  o f  FAO (Food and Agr icul tura l

Organization) is an international service that reports Agricultural

Research. Similarly (CRIS), a computer-based information service is

being circulated by United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).

Such information includes information about the laboratory at which

project, and special equipmens is in use, if any. In addition it includes a

narrative description of the research project along with progress achieved

till date. The research-in-progress databases in computer readable from

like CRIS of USDA. Such a database can be used both for retrospective

search as well as for current awareness service.

News papers clippings service based on current awareness media is

another one since they publish news of recent happenings on the
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political, social and economic front of a nation or region. Newspapers carry

useful information to everyone from housewives to top management of

companies and cabinet ministers. Again, newspapers are of different kinds.

Some of them are local or regional in their orientation and coverage, others

are national or international. Further some Newspapers specialize in economic

or financial news and contain in depth analysis of industry, trade, banking,

commerce, etc. Given the aboye characteristics of newspapers, it is not

surprising that they are considered as valuable sources of information.

Libraries and documentation centres have attempted to provide information

services based on newspapers. Once such service is the  Newspaper Clipping

Service. In the Newspaper Clippings Service, a library subscribes to one or

more daily or weekly newspapers, carefully chosen for their coverage of

areas of interest to the organization of which the library is a part. Each of

the newspaper is scanned and any items of news that are considered to be

of interest to the user group are clipped (i.e. cut) and pasted on a sheet of

thicker paper or card. The clipping is then assigned one or more subject

headings or group/class codes. At periodic intervals (e.g.daily, weekly) the

clippings are arranged  by subject headings or group code and disseminated

to users. In a small organization batches of clippings themselves in one or

more groups may be circulated to users. In larger organizations, where the

circulation is wide, a bulletin containing the news items with or without

annotation may be circulated. The clippings themselves are filed in vertical

or suspension file folders for possible use at a later date. These clippinggs

which are considered to be of very little use are discarded. Newspaper clipping

services are quite common in libraries of government departments, banks

and financial organization and industrial development agencies. The incidence

of such services in scientific Research and Development Organizations

organizations is considerably  less.

1.5.4. SUMMARY

Information is the knowledge put to use, which may produce good or bad

results. The value of information is in the hands of the manager of the

scientist, or any person concerned with information as a user or provider.

No decision is generally taken in the midst of uncertain opinions. Here is

the information that helps the decision maker arrive at a decision by

reducing the uncertainty. The degree of uncertainty, however, varies from

person to person as such from one category of users to another category of

user depending upon level, place and time. This  strikes the relation
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between quantity and quality of information, place, the speed with which the

decision is desired to be taken and the person who is decision making authority.

1.5.5 GLOSSARY

Explosion of Information: Growth of Information beyond a manageable

limit

Exponentional Growth : Quantitative growth of a thing at a particular

rate of  growth e.g. Chemical Literature

Doubles every Seven Years.

Futurologist : Specialists in Social Forecasting

Information Age : A Period Predominately Centered on

information activities.

Information Society : A Society in which activities are centered on

Information

Literatures : Writers of Literary Works
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1.6.0 Objectives :-

An investigation into attitudes  of the users of the library and information

center towards information use world reveal how for the users are

psychologically favourable to the process of information source use. An

attitude is a predisposition or readiness toward, a certain course of action,

examination of various factors including personal and psychilogical

attributes, knowig about users in a library is as important as knowing

about a consumer in bussiness. In the present lesson, we shall discuss

about the information needs of the users and their seeking behaviour is a

ladder to know the important needs of the users.

The objectives of the lesson are fixed as under.After the study of the

lesson, the students will be able to understand :

(i) Information needs of different users ;

(ii) How they behave ( mator or mental) while seeking infomation in

library and information centers.

1.6.1 Introduction

This lesson has two parts : (i) Information Needs of Users and (ii) Information

seekiing Behaviour. User here is a person who visits the library and

information centre:

(i) To browse through a collection of library resources being stored and

preserved to meet his/her needs;

(ii) to consult a particular document or to borrow it for home study;

(iii) to obtain current reference on a specific topic of his/her interst or a

bibliography of references;

(iv) to obtain factual information on a topic, event, activity etc., through

reference sources;

(v) to obtain a photocopy of a journal article, a conference paper or a

technical report; and

(vi) to get a translation of a research paper in English of any non Englich

language.

There are a number of categories of these users and to meet their needs a

variety of documents in multi-media physical forms are available in present

day libraries. Here we are to study their attitude towards library services

designed to meet their needs, in other words to study their information

seeking behaviour to strengthen our resources and services as the libraries

and information centres are for user.

1.6.2 Information Needs of Users

Everybody needs information for some purpose or the other. When you
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want to travel, you need information about routes, timings of the transport

services, hotel facilities and the like. You may gather this information

from a friend or from a travel agency. You may go to a public library of the

area and collect this information from some documents like tourist guides,

railway time tables. The discussion in this section would be limited to

information which is recorded in various types of documents or online

information. There are a variety of reasons why people seek information.

There is a variety of cross sections of people in society i.e. users having

information needs. They can be grouped into a few need based sections.

1.6.2.1 Education and Research Based Users Group

( i ) Students need information relating to prescribed syllabus for

pursuing academic studies to pass or to excel in examinations.

(ii) Teachers need information to impart timely and relevant instructions

upon the subjects allotted to them to teach.

(iii) Research scholars - scientists, social scientists, literature an

humanities specialists, etc., need information on a continuing basis

are considered the biggest consumers of information.

It is indicated that the researchers are the biggest sector of consumers of

information. While the information needs of all types of users are important

in varying degrees, the researchers have unique information needs which

distinguish them from other user groups. Most of the information systems

and services have been developed to satisfy these requirements. The output

of research constitute a major part of information handled by the library

and information services. Thus researchers are both consumers (i.e. users)

and producers (generators or creators) of great distinction of information.

Keeping this in view therefore, hereafter detailed discussion shall be

regarding their needs for information.

The three purposes for which researcher needs information are :

(i) To keep abreast of developments in an area of his/her research;

(ii) To get acquainted with the state of art of the specialization;

(iii) To gather specific relevant data and information at different stages

of his research work;

(iv) To know the current developments is the basic objective and factor

for success in the career of a researcher. This activity no only updates

his knowledge stimulates his thought process and often suggests

new ideas, experiments and horizons. For research initiation, one

has to undertake a thorough literature search i.e. examines various

documents containing information on the topic. The work is taken
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up as a step for literature survey an essential chapter to link the context

with the topic. He examine various primary and secondary documents

containing information on the topic;

(v) To get acquainted with the state of knowledge in the area;

(vi) To identify gaps and shortcoming in the existing knowledge and thus

to assess further scope of work in the area; and

(vii) To diminish the probability of duplication of work and thus to save

time, effort and money and also to avoid frustration to the researcher.

Thus, research is essentially and primarily information oriented

activity.

1.6.2.2 Professionals

Professionals like medical practitioners belonging to all systems of

medicine-Allopathic, Yunani, Ayurvedic and Homeopathic, legel

practitioners, need latest information to pursue their professions

successfully. No professional can afford to sleep over new developments in

his/her profession. Their ignorance shall be fatal to their patients as well

as clients. Judges need access to earlier verdicts as well as case precedents

before pronouncing judgements. Similarly Engineers and Technologists

also need information for solving technical snag faced by them, on the

shop floor, under construction of a bridge, or a road in a hilly track. Another

category of professional is the managers (executive) of business as well as

industrial organizations need requisite information to enable them to take

appropriate decision relating to issues having both shortcomings and long

term implications. They need more information for taking decisions involving

managerial issues.

1.6.2.3 Government Officials and Bureaucrats

Government officials who are in public administration group (who are being

termed as managers in our democratic structure) seek information for

decision-making, legislators also need information for arguing a point on

the floor of State Assembly, Central Government level as members of Lok

Sabha and Rajya Sabha. Thus, the discussion above shows that information

is a vitial input to different types of activities performed by different

categories of people.

There are reasons why libraries and information centres should provide

information services to users. The proliferation of primary literature,

enormous increase in subject specialization and their multi-disciplinary

nature demand increasing need for quick access to information. while

information grows exponentially, the time available at the disposal of users
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- researchers, professionals and government officials remains almost the same.

As such they can not scan even a small fraction of the available literature in

their own areas of specialization.

1.6.2.4 Information growth

The first factor that points towards the phrase "Information Explosion or

exponential growth of Information" in turn calls for the use of computers

for handing this large mass of information. We talk about 'growth' rather

'explosion' because we see around as, in large book shops and libraries,

also in news stands, a wide assay of documents - books, periodicals, news

papers, news magazines that contain recorded information. Primary

information is made available in primary document for dissemination.

1.6.2.4.1 Primary Documents :

 These are the journals that contain timely information in them. Since

the first ever journal of the Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society

in 1665 - the journals have been the most efficient, flexible and effective

mode of communication of results of current research. Therefore, these

are the most important source of primary information for needed by the

research community. This explains the proliferation of new titles. The

other two reasons that make them important for research community are

(i) they formalize the results of research by making them available to

researchers in related fields for critical comments and (ii) publication of

papers in well known journals enhance the prestige of researchers and

brings them recognition.

During the last several decades professional Associations, academic and

research institues and the publishing industry (private, corporate or

government) have actively been engaged in its growth further. These

developments are posing new challenges to the libraries and information

centers for the acquisition, processing and storing of these for the uses of

their consumers. Every five years, it has been estimated now-a-days that

the becoming number of journals gets doubled but even then the demand

of the users are also more voluminous as compared to existing journals.

Further no library individually can accommodate new titles within their

limited budgets. The subscription rates of newly introduced journals of

private publishers as well as those of the institution journals are steadily

increasing. The researchers find it difficult to gather material on a specific

subject scattered in a large number of journals. In view of this, the

secondary and tertiary sources assume great importance for researchers.

Inspite of the enormous increase in the number of the titles of journals,
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there is still considerable time lag between the receipt of papers and thier

publication. This urge for quicker dissemination has resulted in the

introduction of two other types of primary documents : that are :

(i) Letter journals; and

(ii) Working discussion papers.

Where as the first type publishes "letter to the editor" also know as

"short communications" instead of full length/papers containing the

preliminary finding of research. Working discussion papers are termed as

Informal Unpublished Papers. These  are also known as primary

communications.

(iii) Reports : Reports literature as well as research reports are another

type of documents that are termed as primary documents that researchers

ask for. A report is a document that carries the results/or the progress/or

an account of the first stage of experiment of a study or research or

development or an investigation. A large number of report literature is

issued in a mimeographed form which may or may not be published later

in a journal.These are made available to researchers usually through

different secondary sources. These usually appear in unpublished form. A

few administrative report are produced due to administrative reasons.

1.6.2.4.2 Secondary Documents :

(i) Bibliographical Type : To help researchers to access relevant

material having bearing upon their specific subjects of interest;

(ii) Survey Type : Review and Treatises and monographs. A review is a

survey of literature of the primary literature in a specific subject

field covering specific period and ideally accumulates, digests and

correlates the relevant current literature and indicates the current

development and future directions. A critical or evaluative review

done by a specialist often highlights gaps inthe research field and

suggests new avenues for research. Reviews appear under such titles

as Advances in ........... progress in .............. Annual Review of.........

Inspecific subject fields. These can be quarterly or monthly review/

journals also as well. In information fields of science, indexing and

abstracting services in a published form are considered among

secondary sources. Treatises are another survey type secondary

source.

1.6.2.4.3 Tertiary Documents

These types of documents are usually compilations drawn from primary

and secondary sources organised and arranged according to a definite
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plan. Essentially these are to avoid researchers in using primary and secondary

sources. Their examples are - bibliography of bibliographies; guides to

literature, directories and textbooks. Bibliographies and citations are

appended to research paper in journals, research documents, monographs

and treatises and such other primary documents. In order to avoid their total

loss, these lists are collected and completed on the basis of references in some

primary and secondary sources such as reviews or state of art report under the

heading bibliography of bibliographies, since pioneering work of Theodore

Besterman Since 1939 "A world bibliography of Bibliographs" is an other example

of such a work . It is bibliographic index that lists bibliographies published in

curent primary sources. Literature guides are a specific type of reference tool

designed to help researchers in finding important types of information sources

in specific subject field. Butterworth and company has published guides for the

subjects of Chemistry, Biology, Engineering, Medicine, Economics etc.,

constantly updated giving the latest references. Using these guides one

can locate a specific source of information or can identify a source of

information or can undertake current or retrospective literature search.

Thus, these contain description of the nature of literature, giving an account

of important and standard books available in the subject field alongwith

bibliographical coverage of different subject fields. Directories are the

sources of information's generation as they contain lists of organizations

and institutions and gives comments upon their functions and activities.

These are directories of learned societies and institutions, research

institutions, periodicals and serials, products and processes. Ulrich

Directory of Serials and World of Learning by Europa Publications are very

good examples of continued updated sources.

Text books is a standard work used for instruction which is arranged in

such a manner that it helps in the understanding of a specific branch of

knowledge. It is, however, not intended as a source of information but is

often found useful in getting a systematic overview of a topic. These have

levels. Keeping in view the targeted users and level there are termed as

introductory or elementary or advanced. The last level possesses the

characteristic of treatises and monographs text-books. In short, assimilated

information is written for a particular level of audience. These are used

as hand books by teachers and students. Textbooks are never an original

document as these do not give any new or original information. These

basically include collected information and data, already available, but

presented to suit a particular requirement. These cannot be used as conventional
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reference source, although they may serve a reference purpose.

1.6.2.5 Information Demands of Users

Information services are needed by users not only on demand during the

information but also in anticipation. Often it is necessary to repackage

the information contents from various sources to suit the requirements of

the users of a specific category. These may, further be needed in a language

not of the document but in the language intelligible to the users. Further,

the users may demand full text of the document also.

1.6.2.6 Information Service Agencies

Information transmission chain includes in the first instance, the libraries

as traditional link with services like initiation of new-user into the library

activities fo llowed by Current Awareness Services, Selective

Dissemination of Information Services, Indexing and Abstracting

Services, Literature Searching and Reference Service. The new

documentation institutions are providing to researchers alongwith indexing

and abstracting services, literature search, Translation Service, Document

Delivery Service and Reprography Service with the help of new information

technology. The first four services are basically bibliographical services

which guide the users to documents where in the requisite information is

likely to be made available. These services can be grouped into current

information services and Retrospective information services. First two fall

in the first category rest deals with the second category. The most vital

link of this processing link is the primary journals. They are responsible

for the dissemination of the output of research providing him link with the

fellow researchers. The indexing and abstracting publications belong to

the chain providing accelerating transmission of information to users -

linking primary sources to users. Facilitating centres are traditional

libraries and with a passage of time new facilitating public and private

specialized service institutions have also entered, that are:

(i) Documentation and Information Centres; and

(ii) Online database services information Analyst Centres, Referral

centers.

1.6.3 Information Seeking Behaviour

We have so far been engaged with studying the user needs and also the

sources to satisfy these needs through varied types of sources and

information services with reference to research and development in

universities and industrial research units. Now we will attempt a study of the

methods applied in the study of the users needs conducted in the context of
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R&D. These methods are broadly divided into two categories, namely, direct and

others including indirect methods. The direct methods have emerged in recent

decades to supplement the data acquired by indirect methods, that is to analyse

library records, to obtain data on the use of materials and user categories.

Direct methods can be broadly studied under the following headings :

(i) Information gathering habits/Information Seeking Behaviour;

(ii) Reading Habits;

(iii) Service Preferences; and

(iv) Flow of Information.

1.6.3.1 Information Seeking Behaviour demands : The inclusion

of the factors (i) information Gathering as well as reading habits (ii) service

preference and (iii) finally flow of information to and from users.

Information gathering habits usually have been studied in the context of

research and development so far. It has been observed that researchers

gather information in a number of ways such as:

(i) browsing current journals and also noting the latest references to

research papers;

(ii) consulting abstracting and indexing periodicals;

(iii) contacting and obtaining information from persons in the same field;

(iv) seeking information from tutors, guides and senior co-workers; and

(v) writing to information supply centres and so on.

The main objective of such a study has been;

(a) An effort to find how a user obtains his information

(b) To study the researcher's dependence on libraries, technical staff

in the library and on the main journals through which the research

obtains the information; and

(c) These studies have enabled the library and information professionals

to know the general behaviour of the researchers in obtaining

information, which in turn help them to organize their acquisition

programmes oriented towards actual requirements of sources and

generate appropriate services. Another information use pattern of

social scientists made through direct method avelper in a University

Environment could provide the following results based upon critical

analysis of data :-

1.6.3.2 Findings : First Study

The important findings of the study are :

(i) On an average the social scientists spend time on reading than for

searching of information, teaching and research;
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(ii) mostly their information behaviour was diverted towards socio-economic

information;

(iii) for current awareness, the social scientists scan current issues of

journals;

(iv) most frequently used sources of information were primary books

and periodicals;

(v) self-use of primary and secondary journals was very poor; and

(vi) overall picture reflected that there was an urgent need to educate

the users (social scientist) in the use of the library.

1.6.3.3 Second Study

Another direct method to arrive at the real picture of information seeking

behaviour or researchers in botany has been done on the basis of the

analysis of the citation study that points towards:

(i) Use of Information sources : their subjects, country and language.

(ii) Core list of journals quoted by the maximum researchers in their

research papers.

(iii) Shows the level of obsolescence of relevant literature.

1.6.3.4 Findings : Third Study

An example that critically examined is "Information Seeking Behaviour of

Engineers in a Library of a Fabricating Industry", the findings are :-

(i) The maximum number of users (Engineering Graduates) were

working in the designing area;

(ii) The number of users visiting library daily was low;

(iii) The users were depending more on books than upon journals. The

acquisition of technical books needed immediate attention;

(iv) The selection of core journals is must and unused material be

discontinued for intake;

(v) There is need to provide SDI i.e. compilation of bibliographies; and

(vi) Computer application and Interest service of LAN and WAN are the

prerequisites to improve the users 'Information Seeking Behaviour'.

Modern Libraries and Information Centres offer a variety of new

documentation service to provide support to Research and Development,

industral productivity management, marketing and trade, all programmes

of development of governments and institutions etc. There had been an

enormous increase in the quantity and variety of public actions coming

out from all corners of the world in many a languages and forms that carry

results of current research, industrail and technical advances, economic

developments etc. This proliferation of publications has posed serious
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problems for those involved in these activities, to keep themselves abreast of

current development. It has, therefore, become necessary for libraries and

documentation information centres to design and develop new and innovative

information services to strengthen information seeking behaviour of their users.

Two such services are : current awareness Services and Slective Dissemination

of information. Four types of CAS are (i) Content by Journal (ii) Documentation

Bulletin (iii) Research-in-Progress Bulletin and (iv) News paper clippings. Selective

Dissemination of Infromation is user-oriented. The components of SDI are : a

database of documents, a set of user's profiles, a mechanism to match document

profile with user's profiels, user SDI interface and communication. The functional

phases of SDI include : selection databases, preparation of user profiles,

notification to participants, feedback and modifications to time the system to

obtain best results with the advent of the computers and communication facilities

SDI can be provided centrally through LAN, WAN and by online vendors at low

cost ensuring easier accessibility to World's output of current information with

greater speed and efficiency.

1.6.4 Information Seeking Approach of Users

A user's information often depends upon the purpose for which he is seeking

information. A user may be seeking data on quantity of new publications

in Hindi literature druring 2004. The purpose may be to assess the validity

of the demand of finances by a variety of libraries. This may be an ordinary

everyday approach. On the contrary if the data is needed by the publisher,

he will be interested to know the market position for his new publications

that he is to launch. On the contrary, a user may be interested in knowing

all the publications on a specific topic e.g. use of pesticides to control

pests of wheat. The purpose may be to evaluate useful pesticides or to find

a researchable area or to formulate a research proposal. This type of

approach to information is known as Comprehensive or Exhaustive approach

to information. Another approach of the researcher user who wishes to

keep himself abreast of the developments in his field of specialization go

by the name Current Approach. The current approach is a browsing approach

i.e. the researcher likes to browse through a range of current information

in the area of specialization of interest or closely related areas. By doing

so, the user - a scientist, engineer, manager, teacher etc. comes to know

of recent advancements in his field. This helps him to be alert and as such he

updates his knowledge and becomes aware of new methodologies, interpretation,

new theories and models developed, new results achieved, new products

introduced etc. The current approach is an ongoing approach, a regular and
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useful activity considered essential to avoid obsolescence and duplication of

effort.

The problem of keeping abreast also has affected the information seeking

behaviour of users at different levels progressively. Since the end of Second

World War there has been large expenditure on research and development

by government and industry. As a consequence of growth in the volume of

scientific and technical information, scientists, engineers, technologists

and managers face several problems in accessing information and keeping

themselves abreast of new developments. These are :

(i) The rate at which new information is being generated, even in narrow

areas makes is difficult for a researcher to keep himself abreast of

new developments in his area of specialization;

(ii) The increasingly inter-disciplinary nature of results i.e. the fact

that research and development is no longer done by individuals but

by teams of researchers belonging to different disciplines has resulted

in the scattering of information. It means that information relevant

to a given discipline is also found in journals of other disciplines.

For instance, information relevant to electronics engineering may

be available in journals dealing with Solid State Physics, optic

material science and electronic engineering;

(iii) Useful information can occur in a variety of documents type. Until

recently  journal or periodical  was the main medium of the

communication of new information. Whereas this is there even today,

other media in the last 50years have also emerged and grown e.g.

conference papers, technical reports, patents, theses and standards.

Information and Documentation Centres have attempted to help the

researchers to cope up with the problems by providing different

information services to improve the information Seeking Behaviour

of Information Users.

1.6.4.1 Current Awareness Services and their Types

Awareness service i.e. a service which alerts the information user to

information that is current or new or of recent origin. Current awareness

service has the following characteristics :

(i) The service is usually in the form of a publication, and attempts to bring

information that is current or new or of recent origin to the attention of

its users;

(ii) the service does not seek to answer any specific questions that the
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users may have;

(iii) the service usually confines to a well defined subject or topic.

However, topics from related areas are also covered in the service;

(iv) the service at times confines itself to a given type of literature e.g.

patents or may cover different types of literature;

(v) the service could be 'bibliographical in nature' e.g. a list of references

with or without abstracts. The service could also be discursive e.g. A

News Letter in this type of current awareness service, usually consist

of short contributions from professionals with the objective of

highlighting recent development or exchanging information and

ideas;

(vi) the service endeavours to alert its users to recent development or

news as quickly as possible; and

(vii) the service attempts to make browsing convenient and easy for the

user.

Thus to satisfy the information seeking demand of the users, the libraries

as well as the Information & Documentation Centres are providing following

types of Current Awareness Services :

(i) Contents-by-Journals Service

(ii) Documentation Bulletins or Current Awareness Lists

(iii) Research in Progress Bulletins

(iv) Newspaper Clippings

1.6.4.2 Contents by Journals

In this type of service, the library documentation centre or a commercial

publisher distributes a publication which contains copies of contents' pages

of Journals in a broad area e.g. life science, social science, etc. A very

good example of contents by Journal service is the publication called current

contents published by Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) in the U.S.A.

If a library provides the service it normally restricts it to journals received

by the library. The rationale behind this type of service is that the journals

are the predominant medium for communicating nascent information. If

users can be regularly informed of journal articles appearing in current

journals in broad or narrow areas, the users would come to know of recent

articles or papers in their areas of interest. The simplest way is to photocopy

(duplicate) the contents pages of journal issues and circulate them individually

among users. Another rationale for this type of service is the fact that users

tend to value certain journals very highly and look forward to browsing through
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issues of these journals as soon these are received in their library. The contents

page service enables them to quickly know the titles of articles published in

journals of their interest. Once they identify interesting and useful papers,

they can then go to the library and read the papers. Alternatively, they could

write to the authors of the paper to obtain from them a reprint of the same. This

way the user builds up his personal collection of useful information. This service

is the cheapest and the quickest way of providing a degree of current awareness.

This is because very little intellectual effort is expended in providing this service.

However, the service also suffers from disadvantages, some of these are (a) A lot

of effort is called for on the part of the user to discover information that is useful

to him (b) Since the type of service provides only titles of papers, it is difficult to

determine the usefulness of papers without actually the full paper.

1.6.4.3 Documentation Bulletins/Current Awareness Lists

This is the most popular and predominant form of current awareness service.

In this service the library and documentation centre scans primary journals

and other sources of current information received in the library to identify

potentially useful articles of interest to their users. The bibliographical

details of such articles are collected, and classified and grouped into broad

or narrow subject groups. At periodic intervals (fortnightly,monthly, etc.)

the collected bibliographic entries are listed under the different subject

heading, class numbers or groups. The list is then duplicated and circulated

to users. It is usual for documentation bulletins to feature the entries in

the list in a manner that facilitates browsing. The subjcet headings or

classification numbers and/or subject headings under which entries are

listed makes it easy for the user to browse through the list. A documentation

list could have an author and a subject index and a contents page. At times

as a facility a documentation bulletin may include abstract of papers listed

in the bulletin. the inclussion of abstracts increases the value of the list for

users as these provide additional information. The lists and bulletins are

issued by the library and information Centres as an in-house facility for the

users. This type of service is really important for users if due care is taken

of sujects interest, research projects, product files etc., of the organizations and

personnel. Secondly it is posible to slant the abstracts to highlight the usefulness

of documents to the organization. Thirdly, the list can be featured to reflect the

areas of interest or product profile of the organization. Fourthly the list can

include information for more than one type of information source.

1.6.4.4 Research-in-progress: Bulletin is the third kind of current
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awareness service, and as the name suggests it alerts users to new research

projects and progress made in ongoing research projects. Such current awareness

service for users require the joint effort of more than one organization working

in similar or closely related research area. Such a service can be provided by

CSIR, ICAR in India. CARIS (Current Agricultural Research Information System)

of (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization is an International service that

reports Agriculture Research. Similarly (CRIS), a computer-based information

service is being circulated by United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).

Such information includes information about the laboratory at which the project,

and special equipment in use, if any. In addition it includes a narrative description

of the research project along with progress achieved till date. The research-in-

progress data bases in computer readable form like CRIS of USDA, can be used

both for retrospective search as well as current awareness services.

1.6.4.5 News paper Clippings:  Service is the fourth type based on

current awareness media since they publish news of recent happenings on

the political, social and economic front of a nation or region. Newspapers

carry useful information to everyone fromhousewives to top managements of

companies and cabinet ministers. Again, newspapers are of different kinds.

Some of them are local or regional in their orientation and coverage, others

are national or international. Further some Newspapers specialize in economic

or financial news and contain in depth analysis of industry, trade, banking,

commerce, etc. Given the above characteristics of Newspapers, it is not

surprising that they are considered as valuable sources of information. Libraries

and documentation centers have attempted to provide information services

based on newspapers. One such service published is the Newspaper Clipping

Service. In the Newspaper Clipping Service, a library subscribes to one or

more daily or weekly newspapers, carefully chosen for their coverage of areas

of interest to the organization of which the library is a part. Each of these

newspapers is scanned and any items of news that is considered to be of

interest to the user group are clipped (i.e. cut) and pasted on a sheet of

thicker paper or card. The clipping is then assigned one or more subject headings

or group/class codes. At periodic intervals (e.g. daily, weekly) the clippings are

arranged by subject headings or group code and disseminated to users. In a small

organization batches of clippings themselves in one or more groups may be circulated

to user. In large organizations, or where the circulation is wide, a bulletin containing

the news items with or without annotation may be circulated. The clippings

themselves are filed in vertical or suspension life folders for possible use at a later
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date. These clippings which are considered to be of very little use are discarded.

Newspaper clipping services are quite common in libraries of government

departments, banks and financial organization and industrial development agencies.

The incidence of such services in scientific R & D organizations is considerably less.

1.6.5 Summary

Information needs of users depend upon their category to which they belong.

Among Education Research based groups, the researcher is the major user of

information. It is necessary for him to avoid duplication of research keeping

in view relevance, Currency and time factor. Among services important for

him are CAS, SDI, bibliographical, contents by Journal service, Documentation

Bulletin, Research-in-Progress Bulletins, Newspaper Clippings etc. Information

Seeking Behaviour of users is dependent upon, on the one hand, his

identification, trade, qualification, nature of work, etc, and on the other hand

data regarding frequency with which he/she visits the library, ranking of

documentary serivces and sources, his opinion on collection of the institution

alongwith data concerning his opinion regarding use of material (collection)

journal and periodicals etc.

Further Reading  :

1. P.S.G. Kumar : Library & Users : Theory & Practice : Delhi. B.R. Pub.2004.


